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There is an ever-rising need for methods of carbon capture, utilisation and storage (CCUS)
technologies caused by constantly increasing CO2 concentration in the atmosphere by re-
ducing it to prevent climate change. Direct air capture (DAC) technology offers a possible
solution by capturing and concentrating CO2 from atmosphere for storage or post-processing,
and offering a solution for creating negative emissions when used together with renewable
energy sources.

Heating plays a significant role in the DAC temperature vacuum swing adsorption (TVSA)
cycle. This thesis investigates a possible solution to reduce energy consumption by imple-
menting a simple heat circulation procedure into the Soletair Power DAC system, at first,
by focusing on the derivation of a discrete node-based modeling approach for heating dy-
namics. Based on the modeling a solution is suggested for adsorbent temperature estimation
together with control laws with cascade structure supported by fuzzy gain scheduler. The
results from the suggested approach are validated experimentally. The testing is carried out
for multiple scenarios to obtain possible energy savings alongside improvements in heating
itself. It was found that overall controlled circulation offered 17% energy saving in a sce-
nario with a trade-off to longer heating time compared to the reference solution. In another
testing scenario, the heating time was decreased by 20% with a cost to energy consumption
in scenarios under investigation.
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Ilmakehän tasaisesti kasvavasta hiilidioksidipitoisuudesta johtuen hiilidioksidin talteenotto,
varastointi ja hyödyntäminen ovat erittäin tärkeitä ilmastonmuutoksen vastatoimia. Hiilidi-
oksidin talteenotto suoraan ilmakehästä tarjoaa mahdollisuuden tuottaa käyttökelpoista hii-
lidioksidia varastointiin ja jatkojalostukseen, tarjoten mahdollisuuden negatiivisiin päästöi-
hin, kun prosessin energialähteenä käytetään uusiutuvia energialähteitä.

Lämmitys on yksi suuri tekijä hiilidioksidin kaappaukseen käytettävän temperature vac-
uum swing adsorption (TVSA) syklin energiankulutuksessa. Tässä työssä tutkitaan mah-
dollisuutta vähentää kulutusta soveltamalla yksinkertaista lämpöenergian kierrätystä Solet-
air Power:in kaappauslaitteistoon. Lämmityksen mallintamiseksi luodaan jaoteltu solmupoh-
jainen dynaaminen malli, sekä johdetaan estimaattori adsorbentin lämpötilan estimointiin,
että sopivat kaskadipohjaiset säätölait sulautetulla sumealla parametrien sääntökanta taulu-
koinnilla.

Tulokset validoitiin rakennetusta testiympäristöstä saatuja tuloksia vastaan. Testit ovat tehty
eri skenaarioille, jotta energiansäästö ja lämmitysajan parantuminen voidaan tulkita. Läm-
mön kierrätyksellä on mahdollista saavuttaa 17% energiansäästö skenaariossa, jossa lämmi-
tysaika pitenee verrattuna referenssitilanteeseen. Säätölakeja hyödyntämällä lämmitystä on
mahdollista nopeuttaa 20%, mutta samalla energiankulutus kasvaa tutkituissa skenaarioissa.
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Symbols and Abbreviations

Symbols

a Denominator coefficient / Derivative delay coefficient

A Surface area / System matrix coefficient

A Continuous-time system / state matrix

B Continuous-time input matrix

b Numerator coefficient

B Input matrix coefficient

Bi Biot’s Number

c Specific heat

C Model coefficient / Celcius

C Controller

C Continuous-time / Discrete-time output matrix

D Diameter
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Symbols

K Model / Controller gain

L Loop transfer function

L Estimator gain / Kalman gain

Lo Length

m Mass

M Moment

ṁ Mass flow rate

N Turns

n Number of moments / Amount of nodes / Number of states

Nu Nusselt number

P Power / Performance function

p Point / Bound

P Load disturbance sensitivity function

Pr Prandtl Number

q′′ Heat flux density

Q̇ Heat flow rate

R Thermal resistance

R Covariance / Variance matrix

Ra Rayleigh Number

Re Reynolds Number

r Setpoint

ro Radius

S Cost function

S Sensitivity function

t Time

T Temperature / Controller action time

Tk Sample time

T Fuzzy instruction matrix



Symbols

T Complementary sensitivity function

T c Temperature of liquid in coil

u Input

u Input vector

v Velocity / Kinematic viscosity

v Measurement noise vector

V Volume

V̇ Volume flow rate

w Weighting factor / Weighting vector

w Process noise vector

x Distance / Thickness

x State vector

y Output

y Output vector

Y CARE matrix

zo Measure along z-axis / Vertical axis

Subscripts

amb Ambient

B Fuzzy interpretation of Big

bw Bandwidth

base Base material

c Coil / Critical

c SIMC control parameter

cc Cross coupling

ch Characteristic / Chamber

cor Correction



Subscripts

case Test case

circ Circulation

cond Conduction

conv Convection

cross Crossover

d Derivative part

des Desired

eff Effective

end End time

est Estimator

f Fluid / Filter

h Helical / Heater of TES

Hi High limit

heat Heating

i Integrative part

in Input term to coil / Inner

ins Insulation

inst Instruction

j Index for node number

k Discrete sample

l Liquid

lm Logarithmic mean

Lo Low limit

loss Loss component

MF Membership function

max Maximum

min Minimum

meas Measurement



Subscripts

n Num of nodes / Num of element

node Node in model

op Operation

out Output term of coil / Outer

p Pipe

p Proportional

PI Proportional integral controller

pm Performance mark

ps Coilpipe to sorbent

Q Heat transfer

rad Radiation

rise Rise time

s Sorbent

S Fuzzy interpretation of small

sys System

solid Solid form of substance

start Start time

sample Physical sample of substance

tot Total

turn One turn in coil pipe

v Measurement noise

void Void space

w Water

w Process noise

wp Water to coilpipe

ws Water to sorbent

Z Fuzzy interpretation of zero



Greek letters

α Thermal diffusivity

β Thermal expansion coefficient / Neglected angle

ϵ Error / Emissivity

ε Void ratio

γ Correction coefficient

Γ Discrete-time input matrix

µ Dynamic viscosity

∇ Gradient

ω Angular frequency

Ω Resistance

Φ Discrete-time system (state) matrix

ρ Density

σ Stefan–Boltzmann constant / Standard deviation / State change variable

τ Time constant

θ Dead time

Other mathematical notations

x Mean of x

x̂ Estimate of x

ẋ First derivative of x

ẍ Second derivative of x

x′ Scaled value of x

x Vector x

X Matrix x
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Other mathematical notations

Z z-transformation operator

E Expectation operator
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CO2 Carbon dioxide

CPU Central processing unit

CCUS Carbon capture, utilisation and storage
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H2O Water

HVAC Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning

IMC Internal model control

LTI Linear time invariant

MOM Method of moments
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NP No Pass

ODE Ordinary differential equation

P Pump / Pass
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RV Relief valve

RTD Resistance temperature detector
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SCL Structured control language
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TES Thermal energy storage

TSA Temperature swing adsorption

TVSA Temperature vacuum swing adsorption

VP Vacuum pump
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1 INTRODUCTION

1 Introduction

Direct air capture (DAC)-technologies shows promise of one possible way to allow carbon
capture, usage, and utilization. Global CO2 concentration has steadily risen from the be-
ginning of industrial time (NASA 2022), leading to be one of the main reasons behind the
greenhouse effect. Reuse of the existing carbon dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere is one of
the possible solutions to reduce the cumulative CO2 emissions, and at the same time reduce
already produced emissions by storing CO2 and creating negative emissions, when DAC is
performed by renewable energy. Additionally, the DAC provides an alternative way to pro-
duce concentrated CO2 for processes by extracting it from atmospheric air. The concentrated
CO2 can be used as one ingredient for the production of synthetic hydrocarbons, for exam-
ple, to be used in fuels and plastics. Production of chemicals and sinking captured CO2 into
building materials is another arising field of technology (Garba et al. 2021, Winnefeld et al.
2022). The key benefit of DAC compared to other carbon capture methods is that, for ex-
ample, the carbon capture from flue gases (a mixture of combustion products) cannot reduce
CO2 emissions already existing in the atmosphere. This thesis focus on the DAC-technology
designed and manufactured by Soletair Power.

In Soletair Power CO2 DAC system is used alongside with building’s own heating, ventila-
tion, and air conditioning system (HVAC) to reduce CO2 concentration inside the building.
As the system has a small pressure drop, it is possible to be embedded as part of the existing
HVAC system, whereas its quiet operation suits well into an inhabited building. The most
noticeable drawback of CO2 concentration over 600 ppm (parts-per million) in buildings is
seen in human cognitive performance according to (Scully et al. 2019). The effect of high
concentration is often felt, for example, in inhabited buildings and school classes, which
cannot be solved solely by traditional HVAC systems.

This thesis aims to offer a simple engineering practice approach for modeling heating dy-
namics and derivation of control laws for heating and heat circulation of the Soletair Power
DAC system. The aim is to verify acquirable energy savings compared to heating perfor-
mance when heat circulation between DAC chambers is utilized and derived control laws are
used. The primary motivation behind energy saving is to reduce the total energy consump-
tion of the DAC process. Heating plays a significant role in the specific energy retirement of
the DAC process. Therefore a simple modeling approach in a mathematical sense is desired
for deriving the control laws and allowing the use of the model in the programmable logic
controller (PLC) devices in the sense of computational power.

15



1 INTRODUCTION

The DAC technology has been studied before in (Wurzbacher 2015, Elfving et al. 2017, Baja-
mundi et al. 2019), but particularly the heat circulation principle and control aspects of DAC
system has had lesser attention. There are several different approaches to performing a DAC
cycle to produce concentrated CO2. One example is temperature swing adsorption (TSA),
where in theory, desorption is caused by temperature increase. In comparison, the pressure
swing adsorption (PSA) uses a decrease in pressure to desorb the product gas from the adsor-
bent. A DAC process based on temperature and vacuum swing adsorption (TVSA) uses an
increase in temperature and a decrease in pressure for desorbing product gas. Mainly studied
sorbent selection for CO2 capturing is based on physisorption and chemisorption properties
of adsorbent (Shi et al. 2019). Physisorption-based sorbents can physically bind CO2, for
example, like different zeolites and activated carbon. As a drawback, the physisorption-
based sorbents lack capture capacity. In contrast, the chemisorption sorbents bind CO2 by
a chemical bond, which makes regeneration energy intensive due to high heat capacity and
desorption heat (Shi et al. 2019).

The outline of this thesis consists of designing and building a suitable testing environment
for studying adsorbent heating properties in a smaller-scale setup alongside the circulation
procedure. Furthermore, finding a practical modeling approach for Soletair DAC cartridges
heating dynamics and derivation of suitable control laws to allow fast and reliable heating of
the adsorbent as control target. Finally, the obtained results are analyzed for gained energy
saving and performance increments. The following section will discuss the temperature and
vacuum swing adsorption (TVSA) process in a simplified manner to enlighten the importance
of heating in TVSA process.

1.1 Soletair Power DAC

Soletair Power DAC system uses a TVSA process for CO2 production. Ordinary outdoor
capture unit is fitted in a 12-meter container and the unit consists of two DAC chambers,
thermal energy storage (TES), and all equipment for product gas drying, treatment, and
collection. Lets shortly go through the DAC working principle, when the TVSA cycle is
considered.

16



1 INTRODUCTION

DAC
Chamber

CO2 Rich Air

CO2 Depleted Air

Figure 1. Principle behind ad-

sorption of DAC cycle.

DAC
Chamber

Residue Gas

Figure 2. Principle behind

purging of DAC chamber.

The DAC cycle begins with an adsorption phase, where

ambient air is pushed through a packed sorbent bed without

major prior air treatment. An illustration of the adsorption

phase is shown in Fig. 1. During adsorption, the CO2

is adsorbed alongside H2O from the humidity of the air.

Soletair Power DAC system uses weak base anion resin

as the adsorbent (Bajamundi 2021). During adsorption,

a large amount of air is pushed through the system to

capture decent amounts of CO2, due to low ambient air

concentration. Today CO2 concentration is around 419 ppm

at the atmosphere in August of 2022 (NASA 2022), which

is relatively low compared to point sources such as flue

gases. The concentration of outlet air depends on the CO2

saturation level of the sorbent. In the end, equilibrium from

adsorbed CO2 relating pressure and temperature is reached.

According to (Elfving et al. 2017), moisture content of the

air has an enhancing effect on the capture capacity of CO2,

in the amine-based sorbent. On the other hand, adsorbed

H2O will increase energy consumption during desorption

(Wurzbacher 2015). Moisture in the air leads to a trade-off

between capture capacity and energy consumption during

the desorption phase. However, removing water from inlet

air quickly loses its practicality at the industrial scale.

After adsorption phase, the DAC chamber is purged from

residue gases which consist mainly of air and desorbed CO2.

An illustration of purging can be seen in Fig. 2. The purging

is stopped when preferred desorption pressure is reached,

usually in the range of 50–150 mbar(absolute).

17



1 INTRODUCTION

DAC
Chamber

Thermal Energy

(a)

DAC
Chamber

Thermal Energy

Product Gas /
Water

(b)

Figure 3. The desorption phase in TVSA cycle divided to heating and production phases: (a) shows

principle behind heating of DAC chamber and (b) behind the production phase of the DAC cycle.

When purging has been completed and the DAC chamber is at desorption pressure. The
desorption phase is then started, as illustrated in Figs. 3a and 3b. Here desorption is divided
into separate phases, where sorbent is first heated, then in second phase the gas collection is
started. Heating phase of the cycle is one of the main focus of this thesis as the sorbent is
heated. To describe this phase in a simplified manner, the amount of CO2 adsorbed in the
sorbent relates to the pressure in the chamber and temperature of the sorbent itself. When
this is taken into account, the system always conducts towards equilibrium. When thermal
energy is applied to the sorbent, the temperature of the sorbent rises – leading to the desorp-
tion of CO2 and H2O, which causes a rise in pressure because of occurring desorption and
slight thermal expansion. As it was discussed earlier, the amount of water has a significant
effect on the energy consumption of heating due to high desorption heat.

Once sorbent is heated, the production is started as depicted in Fig. 3b. During this phase,
the CO2 is removed from the chamber with a vacuum pump. Simultaneously more thermal
energy is applied to the system to compensate for energy loss from gas removal. According
to (Bajamundi et al. 2019), control of supplied thermal energy impacts the production rate.
After purging, some of the residue gas is left in the chamber. Now, as gas is removed and
produced simultaneously, the partial pressures of CO2 and H2O start to rise, and the partial
pressure of air decreases. Ideally, at the end of the production, the chamber only has CO2 and
H2O left (Wurzbacher et al. 2016). Naturally, the selection of desorption pressure dictates
much of gained purity of the product gas itself due amount of residue gas compared to the
total produced gas. Also, the purity is affected by leaks into the DAC chamber itself. During
production, product gas goes through treatment, where gas is dried and compressed to higher
pressure.

18



1 INTRODUCTION

DAC
Chamber

Ambient Air

Figure 4. Principle of equal-

ization of DAC chamber.

DAC
Chamber

Thermal Energy

Figure 5. Principle of cooling

of DAC chamber.

After the desorption period, the DAC chamber is equalized.

The vacuum is released, and the pressure equalizes to

ambient pressure, illustrated in Fig. 4. During equalization,

CO2 what was left in the chamber after production is lost.

However, the amount of lost CO2 compared to produced

one is relatively minor.

Once equalization is completed, the DAC chamber and sor-

bent are cooled for the next adsorption cycle, as shown in

Fig. 5. During cooling, thermal energy from the sorbent is

dissipated away from the sorbent. Or regained for prior heat-

ing for another DAC chamber manner that will be discussed

more during the thesis.

19



2 DESIGN AND MODELING OF SYSTEM

2 Design and modeling of system

In this thesis, a DAC system with three chambers is considered. Each chamber holds the
sorbent cartridge and acts as a vacuum chamber for the TVSA process. Therefore from here
on, when the chamber is heated or cooled, it means at the same time, the cartridge is also
heated or cooled.

The system’s operation can be divided into six different phases to run one full cycle of the
heating system. When considering modeling to represent all the stages, three models are
needed: I) for heat circulation of two chambers, II) heating of one chamber, and III) cooling
one chamber. This assumption holds when chambers are identical to each other. Here, the
different main phases of the heating process are presented as numbers 110, 210, 310, 410,
510, and 610. The reason for specific numbering is the ability to construct a programmable
logic controller (PLC) program around those specified main steps. Every main step is divided
into separate sub-steps to control devices and monitor conditions, but the division is not
discussed further here. The cycle steps (main phases) are presented in Fig. 6, and later on a
more detailed overview of these steps in Figs. 7 – 9.

110

610510

410

210310

Start

Figure 6. System main phases per cycle.

2.1 Cycle states

Let’s next take a more detailed look into the system and its startup phase. The first initial
action, the chamber I and the cartridge in it, are heated up to operational temperature. After
the operation temperature of the sorbent is reached, the cyclic operation is started by moving
to step 110. This step is shown in Fig. 7a, where chambers I and II will exchange heat energy
by circulated liquid flow. This phase is operated until the state change point of circulation
has been achieved(the principle behind determination of the suitable point is discussed later
on). The initially desired point is when the peak net of thermal energy is transferred, and
losses start to outweigh the transferred energy. The next step (210) is illustrated in Fig. 7b.
During this phase the chamber I is cooled by a separate cooling loop while the chamber II is

20



2 DESIGN AND MODELING OF SYSTEM

Chamber
I

Chamber
II

Chamber
III

(a)

Chamber
I

Chamber
II

Chamber
III

(b)

Figure 7. The first two steps in the system cycle: (a) step 110 is circulation between chambers I and

II and (b) step 210 is cooling of the chamber I and heating of chamber II.

heated to its operational temperature, which is the temperature that the sorbent is designed
to be heated during the process.

The following operational step 310 of the system is shown in Fig. 8a. This phase is similar to
step 110, but the heat is exchanged between chambers II and III until the state change point
is reached. Then, similarly to step 210, during the step 410 shown in Fig. 8b, the chamber II
is cooled while the chamber III is heated up to its operational temperature.

Chamber
II

Chamber
III

Chamber
1

(a)

Chamber
I

Chamber
II

Chamber
III

(b)

Figure 8. Third and fourth steps in the system cycle: (a) step 310 is the circulation between chambers

II and III and (b) step 410 represent the cooling of chamber II and heating of chamber III.
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2 DESIGN AND MODELING OF SYSTEM

The next process phases are similar to the above. The step 510, that is shown in Fig. 9a, is
used for heat exchange between the chambers III and I until the state change point has been
reached. The final step in one cycle is step 610, seen in Fig. 9b, where the chamber I is
heated while the chamber III is cooled. By considering the nature of the step 610, the logical
continuum for operation is heat exchange between chambers I and II. This corresponds to
step 110 seen in Fig. 7a.

Chamber
I

Chamber
II

Chamber
III

(a)

Chamber
I

Chamber
II

Chamber
III

(b)

Figure 9. The fifth and sixth steps in the system cycle: (a) step 510 is the circulation between

chambers III and I and (b) step 510 is the cooling of chamber III and heating of chamber I.

2.2 Circulation principle

Steps 110, 310, and 510 represent the heat exchange principle of the system, which is one of
the main topics in this thesis. The heat exchange is continued until some desired point of state
change is reached. This point is a compromise between the exchanged heat energy from one
chamber to another versus consumed time. When considering the complete heating phase
of one chamber in heating cycle, it consists of the circulation of heat and heating of sorbent
and chamber itself. When this is mirrored in real-scale Soletair Power DAC, the system
has a particular operation window and operational constraints when the available time for
the operation of the entire TVSA cycle is considered. So the operation window for heating
describes the available time in a process to spend on heating to fulfill the production target.
In real-life systems, it is also necessary to consider losses and time-based constraints. Next,
the circulation principle is explained as a simple thermal equilibrium concept as a beginning.

22



2 DESIGN AND MODELING OF SYSTEM

Now, let us consider the heat circulation process in a general manner without any time con-
straints and losses. The point where most of the heat energy can be regained is when the
temperature difference is 0 between the hot and cold chambers. In this case, this point is
after the chambers have reached the temperature equilibrium. Then, another chamber would
be heated up to the desired temperature and another would be cooled.

The system has its own operation window for which it must complete heating and gas pro-
duction. This window is divided into periods, so that production time is long as possible.
The rest of that time window is used for heating. From here onwards, in this thesis, the time
window refers to the time period allowed for circulation and heating. When time constraints
are considered, reaching the temperature equilibrium between chambers consumes a certain
amount of time. If the time window is shorter than the time needed to reach the temperature
equilibrium and heating of the chamber, it is impossible to regain all the available heat energy
with the circulation procedure because the chamber must be at its operational temperature at
the end of the time window.

When considering the heat losses affecting the system, they will increase as temperature
increases compared to ambient temperature. These losses will waste the available heat during
the circulation phase. This is because the heat transfer rate between the chambers decreases
as the temperature equilibrium gets nearer. At the same time, the heat losses to the ambient
will increase as the temperature difference between the ambient and sorbent increases. This
means that the efficiency of the circulation decreases as temperature equilibrium gets closer.

From this simplification, we can conclude that the desired point is case-dependent. The point
is strongly affected by the available time window, operational temperature, and tolerable
amount of wasted heat. In other words, it is a compromise between available loss of time
versus wasted heat energy, as heating is only one part of a cycle in a DAC system. So the
longer the cycle, the lesser amount of CO2 is captured (e.g., in a day). Therefore to wrap
up the target, the aim is to maximize the circulated energy within the given time window for
circulation and heating of the system. The following performance mark (pm) function was
derived based on the criteria mentioned before

Ppm =
∫ theat

0
Q̇s dt · |(theat − tw)|+(theat − tw)

2 · theat
+
∫ tcase

0
Pdt , (2.1)

where t is time, Q̇s is calculated heat transfer rate to sorbent, tw is the length of time window
and P is supplied power. The theat is considered as a total rise time of 0 to 0.95 pu of the
steady state measured end value, and tcase is the total time of period that the performance
mark function observes. The cost function aims to add a heavy penalty to the case, when
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2 DESIGN AND MODELING OF SYSTEM

the sorbent did not heat up to the target temperature within the time window by penalizing
methods with slow heat transfer rates and favoring ways that have low energy consumption.
In this thesis, the performance mark function will be used for evaluation of results from test
scenarios and for finding the most suitable control solutions for scenarios. These results are
discussed in Section 6.

2.3 Modeling of cartridge dynamics

The DAC-unit uses cartridges filled with the adsorbent enclosed inside a DAC chamber. The
modeling interest in dynamical behavior is pointed to the thermodynamics of cartridges.
The cartridge consists of outer and inner nets, which will form a closed space for the sorbent
with end caps. The heating of the cartridge is done by liquid circulation. Throughout the
cartridge’s height, a coil-shaped pipe acts as a heat exchanger between the sorbent and heat
transfer liquid circulation.

In this thesis, the modeling aim is to form a reasonably accurate and straightforward model
to describe the dynamical behavior of the cartridge during the heating phase. As a basis for
cartridge modeling, it is assumed that lumped heat capacitance model is an appropriate start-
ing point. In the lumped model, the heat distribution and temperature changes are uniform
concerning position inside the model (Incropera et al. 2007, ch. 5.2). Lumped approach
assumes that there is no temperature gradient inside the substance under study. The reason
behind the interest towards simple model description is the simplicity from a mathemati-
cal sense, but also from the perspective of practical applicability and computational power
requirement in PLC devices.

The dynamical modeling of the cartridge assumes a closed system for the sorbent and an
open system for the heat transfer liquids. The heat transfer liquid flow is at a steady state and
fully developed.

The applicability of lumped heat analysis can be estimated with dimensionless Biot number
Bi, which is used to evaluate the suitability of lumped analysis for a system by comparing the
ratio of temperature drop inside the solid material and temperature drop at the heat exchange
boundary surface. If the temperature drop in a solid material is small, it leads to the point
that the material could be assumed to be isothermal. As a rule of thumb, a following criteria
determines the suitability (Incropera et al. 2007, ch. 5.2),
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Bi =
h ·Lo,ch

k
, (2.2)

Bi < 0.1 , (2.3)

where h is the heat transfer coefficient, Lo,ch is the characteristic length of considered geome-
try, and k is the thermal conductivity of the material. The characteristic length can be written
as Loch =

Vs
As

, where Vs is the volume of the material and the As surface where conductive
heat transfer happens (Incropera et al. 2007). Considering this thesis’s targets, it can be said
that most probably a lumped model will not give the most precise results. This is due to
the sorbent’s physical properties that act as an insulator, which leads to an assumption that
temperature drop is significant inside the sorbent. Nevertheless, the cartridge can be divided
into several discrete sections to allow lumped heat transfer analysis to hold.

In this thesis, the approach of (Nash et al. 2017, Bastida et al. 2019, Bird et al. 2020) is
adopted for lumped modeling. Thus, the cartridge will be discretized to j amount of separate
nodes, which will be allowed to exchange heat with upper and lower nodes. This approach
allows the cartridge’s thermodynamics to be discretized into smaller pieces. Which will
have their own dynamics to solve some problems regarding the lumped analysis. The Fig.
10 shows basic principle behind discretizing cartridge to separate nodes. It must be noted
that there can be multiple loops of a coil in one node depending on the number of nodes that
are used in the cartridge model.

1

j

j+1

∆zo

Figure 10. Simplified principle of dividing cartridge into smaller nodes. The variable zo is a total

length of cartridge.

The above Fig. 10 serves as a simplified illustration of the modeling approach, and thus, a
more detailed overview of heat fluxes related to single node is shown in Fig. 11, where heat
flows related to the modeling approach are shown.
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ṁw,c

ṁw,c

Q̇ j,w,out

Q̇ j,w,in

Q̇ j−1,outQ̇ j−1,in

Q̇ j+1,outQ̇ j+1,in

Q̇ j,ws,in Q̇ j,ws,out Q̇ j,loss,outQ̇ j,loss,in

Q̇ j,cross

Figure 11. Illustration of heat flows in a single node when heat is applied through the coil.

In general, when the heat transfer in a node is considered, we are interested in the tempera-
tures in the inner and outer sorbent banks, and the temperature of the water when it leaves the
node. From here on, the sorbent mass at the outer and inner sides of the node is referred as a
sorbent bank. In (Nash et al. 2017) it is assumed that the temperature of the liquid at coil exit
in node j is equal to the temperature of storage substance in node j. Similar assumption can-
not be made in this case, as the sorbent has a different heat capacity cs compared to water in
the coil. To overcome this, the temperature of the water in the coil is presented as a separate
equation. Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE) can be derived to represent the temperature
of water in the node and the temperatures of inner and outer sorbent banks. We can assume
that the heat flow entering the node is carried by water mass flow into node Q̇ j,w,in. From
the coil-shaped pipe there is heat flow to sorbent; Q̇ j,ws,in for inner and Q̇ j,ws,out for outer
sides, respectively. Last, there is heat flow Q̇ j,w,out , leaving the node with water mass flow.
The heat storage capability of the coiled pipe is not considered in the model, and it is only
thought to be a boundary between the water and sorbent. Heat flows going into a node are
considered positive, and ones that go out of a node are considered to be negative. With these
definitions, an ODE can be derived for the temperature of water in the coil to a following
form

dT c j

dt
=

Q̇ j,w,in − Q̇ j,w,out − Q̇ j,ws,in − Q̇ j,ws,out

m j,wcw
, (2.4)
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where T c j represent the temperature of water in coil at node j, the m j,w is mass of water in
node, and the cw is specific heat of water. Moreover, the Q̇ j,w,in is the incoming heat flow
with water mass flow, the Q̇ j,w,out outgoing heat flow with mass flow. The Q̇ j,ws,out is heat
flow to outer sorbent bank and Q̇ j,ws,in respectively to inner sorbent bank.

Lets next take into consideration of heat transfer from coil to sorbent itself. There are two
boundary surfaces between liquid circulation and sorbent, instead of one that is represented
with Q̇ j,ws,in and Q̇ j,ws,out in Fig. 12. The first boundary surface is when the heat transfers
from the liquid to stainless steel coil pipe, and the second surface is when heat transfers from
coil pipe to sorbent itself. The Fig. 12 illustrates the principle of heat transfer between liquid
circulation and sorbent.

ṁw,c

Q̇ j,wp

Q̇ j,ps

Figure 12. Heat transfer from pipe to sorbent.

By recognising the heat transfer route, terms Q̇ j,ws,in and Q̇ j,ws,out can be written as heat
transfer terms over previously mentioned surface boundaries. It is noted that, the pipe’s
ability to store energy is neglected due to its low capacity compared to the sorbent itself. This
leads to a thermal resistance approach to hold, and for our case it can be used to present the
heat transfer over the pipe. The heat transfer from water to the coil is considered convective
and transfers through pipe and sorbent conductive. The heat transfer from water flow to
sorbent is presented with thermal resistances, acting over the temperature difference between
water and sorbent itself (Cengel 2002, ch. 3.3), as depicted in Fig. 13.

T c j

Rwp, conv Rp, cond Rs, cond
Tj,s

Figure 13. Heat transfer from water to sorbent is represented as thermal resistances. Where T c j is

the liquid temperature in coil and Tj,s is the sorbent temperature. Presented thermal resistances are

used to describe the heat transfer from liquid flow to sorbent bank.

To define ODE for inner and outer sorbent banks based on Fig. 12, we notice that the
incoming heat flows are Q̇ j,ws,out and Q̇ j+1,out and outgoing are Q̇ j−1,out and Q̇ j,loss,out for
the outer sorbent bank. Furthermore, for the heat exchange between inner and outer sorbent
banks, the term Q̇ j,cross is defined to be cross-coupling between banks. Now based on these
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definitions, the ODE for the outer sorbent bank can be derived to following form

dTj,out

dt
=

Q̇ j,ws,out + Q̇ j+1,out − Q̇ j−1,out − Q̇ j,loss,out

m j,s,outcs
. (2.5)

Similarly an ODE for the inner sorbent bank can be derived by knowing the incoming heat
flows Q̇ j,ws,in and Q̇ j+1,in and outgoing heat flows Q̇ j−1,in and Q̇ j,loss,in. This is represented
as follows

dTj,in

dt
=

Q̇ j,ws,in + Q̇ j+1,in − Q̇ j−1,in − Q̇ j,loss,in

m j,s,incs
, (2.6)

where Tj is the temperature of sorbent in node j, the m j,s mass of sorbent in node j and the
cs is specific heat of sorbent, respectively. To continue, the Q̇ j,ws is the heat transfer term
from the coil to the sorbent, whereas Q̇ j+1 represents the heat transfer from node below to
node under consideration. The Q̇ j−1 represent the heat transfer to the node above and Q̇ j,loss

denotes the heat loss to the ambient environment through the cartridge sidewall.

These equations represent the cartridge dynamics at the charging stage, i.e., when the heat is
stored in the sorbent. Naturally, these can be used to represent the discharge as well, as in
practice the temperature difference changes the signs of the terms in the equations. The heat
balance of a node can be presented with three differential equations (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6),
which represents the temperature of sorbent and temperature of water in coil at j:th node.

2.4 Effect of coil geometry to heat transfer and flow dynamics

Now we have derived equations governing the dynamics of heat transfer related to single
node. However before building a model, it is necessary to consider physical dimensions
related to the system including; the effect of coil geometry, the properties of the pipe, and
sorbent for determining the conductive heat transfer, and the properties of the convective heat
transfer from liquid flow to the pipe.

To determine the heat transfer properties of liquid in a coiled tube, one must define a couple
of dimensionless quantities. One of these quantities is Nusselt number Nu, which represents
the ratio of convection and conduction in heat transfer (Incropera et al. 2007, ch. 6). With
the Nusselt number one can approximate convective heat transfer from liquid flow to coil
pipe (Incropera et al. 2007, p.376) as follows

Nu =
Lo,ch ·h

k f
, (2.7)
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where the Lo,ch is the characteristic length of the geometry under consideration, the h is the
heat transfer coefficient and k f is the thermal conductivity of fluid. When the Nusselt number
is calculated, the characteristic length of the geometry and the thermal conductivity of the
fluid are usually known (or they can be easily found). By knowing these quantities, with
(2.7) the heat transfer coefficient for convective heat transfer can be solved when the Nusselt
number is known.

2.4.1 Properties of water at operation temperature

For determining the properties of water at a certain temperature, we use polynomial func-
tions identified in (Jayakumar et al. 2008) for the approximation of properties at the desired
temperature. In order to accurately estimate the properties of water in certain conditions, the
properties would also be affected for instance by pressure, but in this case, only the effect
of temperature is only considered. Based on (Jayakumar et al. 2008), the polynomials for
water density ρw , dynamic viscosity µw, specific heat cw, and thermal conductivity kw as a
function of temperature T are

ρw(T ) =−1.5629 ·10−5T 3 +0.011778T 2 −3.0726T +1277.8 , (2.8)

µw(T ) = 2.1897 ·10−11T 4 −3.055 ·10−8T 3 +1.6028 ·10−5T 2

−0.0037524T +0.33158 , (2.9)

cw(T ) = 1.1105 ·10−5T 3 −0.0031078T 2 −1.478T +4631.9 , (2.10)

kw(T ) = 1.5362 ·10−8T 3 −2.261 ·10−5T 2 +0.010879T −1.0294 . (2.11)

It should be noted that for these polynomials (2.8) – (2.11), the unit of temperature T is given
as Kelvin’s.

2.4.2 Effect of coil geometry to flow

Next, it is necessary to determine a dimensionless quantity called Reynolds number, which
describes if the flow is laminar or turbulent. On the other hand, the Reynolds number rep-
resent the ratio of the inertia and viscous forces affecting the flowing fluid. The fluid has
random fluctuations when the inertia forces are relatively large compared to viscous forces,
leading to turbulent flow. On the contrary, if the relation is small, viscous forces are large
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enough to prevent the random fluctuating behavior (Cengel 2002, ch. 6.5). When a straight
pipe is considered, for fully developed flow, a critical Reynolds number is Rec ≈ 2300. The
critical number means the region where the flow starts to change from laminar to turbulent.
Although to ensure fully turbulent flow in straight pipe, Reynolds number of Re ≈ 10000 is
required (Incropera et al. 2007, ch. 8.1). Now when helical pipe is considered, there appears
secondary flows in the viscous fluid due to the effect of the pipe geometry and Centripetal
force acting on flow. These secondary flows stabilize the flow, affecting the transition from
a laminar to a turbulent region, by delaying the transition in the sense of Reynolds number
(Coronel et al. 2002). Secondary flows also increase the friction losses and the heat trans-
fer rate, especially in the case of laminar flow, although their significance decreases as flow
turns into turbulent (Incropera et al. 2007, ch. 8.7). The extent of these secondary flows
is presented with dimensionless quantity called Dean’s number (De). This quantity can be
determined with the help of Reynolds number (Re) and using the radius of pipe and coil
geometry (Pavan Kumar et al. 2021) as follows

De = Re
√

ro,p,in

ro,c
, (2.12)

where the ro,p,in pipes inside radius and ro,c is the radius of the coil. The geometry of the coil
under study is illustrated in Fig. 14.

0

ho,c
ro,c

ro,p

Figure 14. Sketch of coiled pipe. Note that for illustrative purposes the coil has been intentionally

represent with large cap along the vertical axis when compared to real life coil to ensure clearer figure.

As secondary flows are developed inside the coil, the Dean number will not be constant along
the pipe in a helical coil. Even though the coil has a constant radius, the effect comes from
changing the Reynolds number in the flow development area. For heat transfer properties of
flow in a coiled tube, we can neglect the flow development region due physical properties
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of the coil. It is known that the flow fully develops usually during the first half round of
coil (Incropera et al. 2007, ch. 8.7). Similar findings can be seen in the modeling paper
by (Rakhsha et al. 2015) where secondary flow developed almost entirely during the first
half round in the helical coil. Knowing the fast development, an assumption can be made
that the Dean number for fully developed flow can be used for the whole coil and neglect
the development area. The critical Reynolds number for coiled piping can be estimated by
(Incropera et al. 2007, p.523),

Rec,h = Rec

(
1+12

(
ro,p

ro,c

)0.5
)
, (2.13)

and by considering another equation represented in (Coronel et al. 2002) ,

Rec,h = Rec +12930
(

ro,p

ro,c

)0.3

. (2.14)

By substituting ro,p and ro,c to (2.13) and (2.14), the critical Reynolds can be obtained to
determine case specific transition region. In this case, the transition region lies at around
Rec,h ≈ 8000. The Reynolds number should be Re ≫ 8000 to be sure that flow is fully
developed to turbulent flow inside the pipe. The Reynolds number for pipe flow can be
calculated with (Cengel 2002, ch. 6.5)

Re =
ρwvwLo,ch,p

µw
, (2.15)

where ρw is density of water, and Lo,ch,p is characteristic length of pipe (also known as
hydraulic diameter). In the case of circular pipes, the hydraulic diameter is the inner diameter
of the pipe. The next variable in the equation is the µw is the dynamic viscosity of water.
As the dynamic viscosity of water varies with temperature, the proper values at operation
temperature are defined for viscosity and density of water with the help of equations (2.8)
– (2.9). The vw is the mean/bulk velocity of water flow. As the flow velocity varies across
the flow profile in internal tube flow, the mean velocity is often simpler to consider in the
calculations (Incropera et al. 2007, ch. 8.1.2). The mean velocity can be calculated from the
volume flow rate when the cross-sectional area of the flow channel is known as follows

v =
V̇
A
, (2.16)
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where the V̇ is volume flow rate of flow and Ap is the cross-sectional area of flow channel.

By substituting values to (2.15), the Reynolds number is over twice the critical Reynolds
number at operational temperature, with the designed flow for the cartridge. By knowing
this, an assumption can be made that the flow is turbulent in the coil. With similar pipe
geometry, the higher water temperature will increase the Reynolds number as well. So it can
be said that the flow is turbulent, at least in the heating phase, which will provide better heat
transfer from flowing liquid (Incropera et al. 2007, ch. 6.3).

The next dimensionless quantity to be considered is the Prandtl number Pr, which describes
the ratio of momentum and thermal diffusivity of fluid (Incropera et al. 2007, ch. 6.6).
Prandtl number can be calculated for our case with

Pr =
cwµw

kw
, (2.17)

where Pr is Prandtl number and kw thermal conductivity of water.

For this purpose, there are several possible correlations for Nusselt number, one represented
by (Jayakumar et al. 2008). When using correlation equations to approximate the Nusselt
number, they are usually valid for certain ranges of presented dimensionless quantities. The
following one is applicable for Dean number in range of 2000 ≤ De ≤ 12000,

Nu = 0.025 ·De0.9112Pr0.4 . (2.18)

Similarly another correlation by (Coronel et al. 2002) for Dean number in range of 100 ≤
De ≤ 8300 is represented by

Nu = 0.7 ·Re0.43Pr
1
6

(
ro,p

ro,c

)0.07

, (2.19)

where ro,p is the inner radius of the coil pipe and ro,c is the radius of coil itself. For helical
coil heat exchangers, (Coronel et al. 2002) have collected many other correlations to their
paper for determining the Nusselt number.

In order to determine the geometrical properties of a helical coil, for example, the masses of
coil material or mass of water inside the coil itself mathematical expressions that represent
these with suitable accuracy are essential. Therefore, finding a suitable way to calculate
those properties is necessary. The coil length can be approximated by calculating the arc
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length of one loop and multiplying it by the number of loops in the coil (Spivak 2006). The
equations below assume that the coil has helical geometry, similar to Fig. 14. Therefore the
length of coil Lo,c can be calculated with

Lo,c = Nc

√
(2πro,c)2 +(ho,c)2 , (2.20)

where Nc is the number of turns in coil and ho,c is the height between coil turns, that is the
coil pitch. Including the liquid and pipe material, the total volume needed by coil Vc is

Vc = Lc2πro,p,out , (2.21)

where ro,p,out is the outer radius of coil pipe. In a similar manner, the volume of liquid in the
coil Vc,l is approximated by knowing the inner radius of the pipe ro,p,in, giving us

Vc,l = Lc2πro,p,in . (2.22)

For further modeling, the knowledge of volumes can be used to determine the masses of the
coil and the liquid inside it. Now with simple subtraction, we can determine the volume of
the coil pipe Vp itself as follows

Vp =Vc −Vc,l . (2.23)

The Fig. 11 above showed us the basic idea of lumped modeling and its simplifications,
where the coil is drawn as a shell-like heat source to the sorbent. In contrast, the modeling
will consider the coil’s geometry regarding its heat transfer surface area as illustrated in Fig.
15, with minor modifications.

The heat flow out of coil pipe outer wall is assumed to be perpendicular from the pipe surface
towards the sorbent. The limitation of the modeling is that it does not consider the mutual
heat flow between the coil turns. In the suggested approach, this is neglected by reducing
the surface area of heat transfer from the coil to the sorbent. The principle of reduction is
presented in Fig. 15. In the figure certain angle, denoted with β, is represented, which shows
from which part of the coiled pipe the heat flow would also affect other turns of the coil
below or above. The angle β can be solved with the angle between radius and tangent of
pipe surface, the pitch ho,c and outer radius of pipe ro,p,out. The following equation for β is
used
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β

β
ho,c

ro,p,out

Figure 15. Effect of helical geometry of coil to heat transfer area from coil to sorbent, when lumped

modeling is concerned. Angle β is used for limit heat transfer to limit the heat transfer according to

the perpendicular assumption.

β = 2sin−1
(

ro,p,out

ho,c

)
. (2.24)

As in every turn of coil pipe, two sectors are defined by β, at the bottom and top. Simulation
results concluded that neglecting β leads to a 3% temperature error in the model. The surface
area of heat transfer to the outer sorbent bank can be approximated with following equation

Aps,Q,out = Nc

√
(2π(ro,c + ro,p,in))2 +(ho,c)2 · ro,p,in(π−β) , (2.25)

where Aps,Q,out is the heat transfer surface area from pipe to outer sorbent bank, Nc turns in
coil, ro,c is radius of helical coil and ho,c is pitch of helical coil, ro,p pipe outer radius and β

is disregarded angle of the pipe surface. The area Aps,Q,out is illustrated in Fig. 16 as green
area.
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β

β

ho,cc, j

ho, j

∆ro,out∆ro,in

Figure 16. Sketch of the dimensions and surface areas related to heat transfer modeling.

The following sections will discuss in detail the meaning of Fig. 16. In practice, this figure
represents a cross-sectional cut at the right side of the node, that is, a half of the node. For
the sake of simplicity in the figure, the node is considered to be so small that it holds only
one loop of a coil in it. In the middle, the dashed line presents the symmetry line, which will
divide the inner and outer sides of the sorbent beds. Let’s begin to go through the contents
seen in the figure starting from the symmetry line towards the outer edges of the figure. At
first, the heat is carried by liquid flow and then it is conducted to the coil pipe through the
surface area, shown in the figure with a red circle. It must be noted that the surface area for
heat transfer to the inner sorbent bank is half of that circle on the left side of the symmetry
line, and respectively right side of the circle is for the outer side.

At this stage it is important to note that (2.25) is only valid when the angles are in radians,
and the pipe cross-section cut is assumed to be circular. In other words, the radius is constant
around the cross-section cut. The surface area of the inner sorbent bank can be calculated
similarly with

Aps,Q,in = Nc

√
(2π(ro,c − ro,p,in))2 +(ho,c)2 · ro,p,in(π−β), (2.26)

where Aps,Q,in is the heat transfer surface area from the pipe to the inner sorbent bank, that is
shown in Fig. 16 as a green colored section at the left side of symmetry line.

Heat transfer from liquid flow to pipe material will happen through the whole inner surface
area of the pipe in the model. But as was mentioned before, the heat transfer from pipe
to sorbent will occur through the surface area which was defined by equations (2.25) and
(2.26). The heat transfer surface area representing the heat transfer from water to coil pipe
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at the inner sorbent bank can be calculated with

Awp,Q,in = Nc

√
(2π(ro,c − ro,p,in))2 +(ho,c)2 ·πro,p,in , (2.27)

where Awp,Q,in is the heat transfer surface area of water to coil pipe. This is shown in Fig. 16
as red colored section at the left side of the symmetry line. On the contrary the area related
to outer side can be expressed as follows

Awp,Q,out = Nc

√
(2π(ro,c + ro,p,in))2 +(ho,c)2 ·πro,p,in , (2.28)

where Awp,Q,out is the heat transfer surface area of water to coil pipe. Again it is worth
mentioning that these equations are only valid when the angles are considered in radians,
and the pipe cross-section cut is assumed to be circular.

2.5 Effect of porosity in sorbent bed

The physical appearance of the sorbent is granular. To consider this for determining the
sorbent’s conductivity, we can use a few different methods. First, the void ratio of the sorbent
εs is to be determined. This shows us the ratio of solid sorbent itself compared to void space
in the bed. For this case, the ratio was determined by measuring the volume of a certain
sample of sorbent, and by the volume subtraction that the base material of sorbent would
require as a solid block with the same mass. By subtracting this from the measured sorbent
volume, we will get an approximation of void volume Vvoid,s to a form

Vvoid,s =Vsample,s −Vsolid,base =Vsample,s −
msample,s

ρsolid,base
, (2.29)

where Vsample,s is the volume of sorbent sample, msample,s is the mass of sorbent sample,
Vsolid,base is the volume of base material, and ρsolid,base is the density of sorbent base material.
From this expression, we can calculate the void ratio by

εs =
Vsample,s

Vvoid,s
. (2.30)

By using this method, the calculated void ratio can be used to correct the thermal conductivity
of granular sorbent by the considering expression (2.31) given in (Tavman 1996)
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ks,eff = kf

(
ks

kf

)0.280−0.7571·log(ε)−0.057·log
(

ks
kf

)
, (2.31)

where ks,eff is the effective thermal conductivity, ks is the thermal conductivity of granular
material (in this case, the sorbent), kf is the thermal conductivity of fluid filling the voids
around granular material, and ε is the void ratio. It is noted that expression (2.31) is valid for
void ratios in the region of 0.215 ≤ ε≤ 0.476 (Tavman 1996).

The heating is performed under a vacuum, but it causes CO2 to be released from the sorbent.
Therefore voids will fill up with CO2, but convection is neglected as voids are small and
surrounded by uniform temperatures. Due to the released CO2, it is assumed that the thermal
conductance of pure CO2 can be considered to be applicable to kf. The effect of the vacuum
is neglected as void spaces are minimal, and operation is done at condition called ’rough’
vacuum. To empower this assumption, the thermal conductivity of the sorbent is low, and
the thermal conductivity of pure CO2 is even lower. This means that neglecting the effect
of the vacuum will not cause a significant error to our modeling approach. As the thermal
conductivity of the sorbent is fairly unknown, a corrective scalar term γs, cor will be added to
allow correction value in the model, as follows

k′s,eff = γs,cor · ks,eff . (2.32)

To get a comparison for calculated values, sorbent’s conductivity was tested experimentally
and approximated with the hotbox method (term for a method used for thermal transmittance
measurements). The heat box setup used in this thesis can be seen in Fig. 17. The testing of
conductivity was done by supplying constant power to a ceramic resistor element buried in a
rectangular cavity inside the hot box. The temperature of the sorbent was measured with K-
type thermocouples placed alongside the rectangular cavity with constant distances between
each other. The used measurement device was Fluke 2638A Hydra III data acquisition unit,
and testing was conducted until temperatures reached a steady state. When calculating the
result from gained data, equation (2.39) discussed later on can be used, as the heat transfer
is studied only in one dimension. Solving the thermal conductivity is possible as supplied
power, the cross-section area of the rectangular cavity, the distance between measurement
points are known. Temperatures of different measurement points at steady state are obtained
from measurements. For calculation, it is also assumed that supplied power is divided uni-
formly according to the surface area of the heating element facing the direction under study.
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Figure 17. Hotbox measurement setup of testing thermal conductivity. The hot box was constructed

from an expanded polystyrene insulation plate, with thermal sealing between the frame and lid. Con-

stant power was supplied with a ceramic high surface area resistor as the heating element.

However, at this stage it is worth emphasising that the hotbox setup considered in this the-
sis has its flaws, because of several simplifications and assumptions. Nevertheless, the re-
sults obtained with it indicates that the corrective factor for the calculated value would be
γs, cor = 1.85. However, it cannot be said that tested results are correct, despite the fact that
they are within the limits of reason. Without further analysing the result, the corrective factor
can be said to have some uncertainty.

2.6 Thermodynamic modeling of single node

Previous sections discussed how physical properties and geometries are considered in the
modeling. In this section, the model for a single cartridge node is formed according to
previous notions. As a starting point, for conductive heat transfer we can use Fourier’s law
of conduction (Incropera et al. 2007, p. 59)

q′′ =−k∇T , (2.33)

where q′′ is the heat flux density [ W
m2 ], k is the thermal conductivity of substance [ W

mK ] and
∇T is the 3–dimensional temperature gradient [ K

m ]. By representing the Fourier’s conduction
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law with a rate of heat exchange in 1-dimension, the equation can be written in cylindrical
coordinates (Cengel 2002, ch. 3.4), as follows

Q̇ =−Akro
dT
dro

, (2.34)

where Q̇ is the heat transfer rate, and A is the surface area of the cylindrical shell. k is thermal
conductivity, and ro is the radius of the cylindrical shell. By rearranging the equation and
integrating it against temperature over the geometrical limits, it is obtained into following
form

Q̇
∫ ro,2

ro,1

1
ro

dro =−2πkLo

∫ T2

T1

dT . (2.35)

By solving this, the heat transfer rate for a cylindrical shell can be represented by

Q̇ =−2kπLo
T2 −T1

ln( ro,2
ro,1

)
, (2.36)

where variables T2 and T1 presents temperature difference and term ln( ro,out
ro,in

) is the natural
logarithm of division between outer and inner radiuses of cylindrical shell.

In a similar manner, the heat conduction in a Cartesian coordinate system can be derived.
By considering the modeling principle, one can mathematically present the conductive heat
transfer between nodes in Cartesian coordinates along z axis. From equation (2.33) the heat
transfer rate can be derived (Cengel 2002, ch. 3.1) to a form

Q̇ =−Ak
dT
dzo

, (2.37)

where A is the surface area of conduction and zo distance along z axis. Again by rearrang-
ing the equation and integrating against temperature over the z axis limits, the following is
obtained

Q̇
∫ zo,2

zo,1

dzo =−Ak
∫ T2

T1

dT . (2.38)

By rearranging, we finally get a following expression
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Q̇ =−Ak
T2 −T1

zo,2 − zo,1
. (2.39)

The heat transfer from water to sorbent is presented with thermal resistances in Fig. 13.
The next equation (2.40) can be used to form heat transfer rate by combining the thermal
resistances depicted in Fig. 13 into sum-component Rtot (Cengel 2002, ch. 3.3),

Q̇ =
T2 −T1

Rtot
. (2.40)

By noting that thermal resistances are in series in Fig. 13, we can construct a heat transfer rate
term describing the heat flow from water to the sorbent, by using the temperature difference
between water in the coil and the sorbent itself. Thus, for the outer sorbent bank, the heat
transfer can be calculated with

Q̇ jws,out =
Tj,out −T c j

Rwp,out +Rp,out +Rs,out
, (2.41)

where Q̇ jws,out is the heat transfer rate from water to sorbent at outer sorbent bank, Tj,out is the
temperature of outer sorbent bank in node j, Rwp,out is the thermal resistance of convective
heat transfer from water to pipe, Rp,out thermal resistance of conductive heat transfer through
the pipe, and Rs,out is the thermal resistance of conduction through sorbent for the outer side
of the sorbent bank. A similar approach can be used to describe the dynamics of the inner
sorbent bank

Q̇ jws,in =
Tj,in −T c j

Rwp,in +Rp,in +Rs,in
, (2.42)

where Q̇ jws,in is the heat transfer rate from water to sorbent at inner sorbent bank, Tj,in is tem-
perature of inner sorbent bank in node j, Rwp,in is the thermal resistance of convective heat
transfer from water to pipe, Rp,in is the thermal resistance of conductive heat transfer through
the pipe, and Rs,in is the thermal resistance of conduction through sorbent for the inner side of
the sorbent bank. As it is noted in Fig. 13, the Rwp denotes convective heat transfer whereas
Rp, Rs represent the conductive heat transfer. For the convective heat transfer, the thermal
resistance can be denoted (Cengel 2002, p. 143) as follows

Rconv =
1

hA
, (2.43)
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where Rconv is the thermal resistance of convective heat transfer, h is the heat transfer co-
efficient, and A is the surface area where convective heat transfer is acting on. In a similar
manner, the thermal resistance for conductive heat transfer (Cengel 2002, p. 143) can be
given

Rcond =
x

kA
, (2.44)

where Rcond is the thermal resistance of conductive heat transfer, k is the thermal conductiv-
ity, and A is the surface area through which conductive heat transfer occurs. Finally, x is the
thickness of geometry where conduction occurs.

Now by substituting the calculated values from (2.27) and the heat transfer coefficient de-
rived from Nusselt number (2.7), the thermal resistance for convective heat transfer for inner
sorbent bank can be calculated with

Rwp,in =
1

hwpAwp,Q,in
, (2.45)

where Rwp,in is the convective thermal resistance towards inner sorbent bank, and hwp is the
heat transfer coefficient for convective heat transfer from liquid flow to coil pipe. Here, the
heat transfer coefficient is assumed to be constant throughout the perimeter of the pipe coils
cross-section.

Respectively, the thermal resistance can be calculated towards the outer sorbent bank by
using the appropriate surface area (2.28), and we can express this as follows

Rwp,out =
1

hwpAwp,Q,out
, (2.46)

where Rwp,out is convective thermal resistance towards outer sorbent bank.

Now, if we continue by focusing on heat transfer through the coil pipe wall, the pipe is
considered cylindrical when it is considered from the center of the pipe. Because in practice
the surface area changes, we would move point by point from the pipe’s inner surface toward
the outer surface. One way to overcome this problem is that the heat conduction equation is
derived for cylindrical coordinates in (2.34) – (2.36). In prementioned equations, the surface
area is approximated by the logarithmic mean, as Fig. 13 illustrates, the conduction through
coil pipe is presented as thermal resistance as in equation (2.44). Therefore to take into
account the changing surface area, a logarithmic mean must be used in (2.44) as a surface
area. The logarithmic mean for the surface area can be calculated with
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Alm =
A2 −A1

log
(

A2
A1

) , (2.47)

where Alm is the logarithmic mean of surface area, A1 is the inner surface area, and A2 the
outer area, respectively. Now the thermal resistance for coil pipe towards inner sorbent bank
can be presented by substituting (2.47) with proper surface areas to (2.44), and we get

Rp,in =
ro,p,out − ro,p,in

kp ·
Ap,out−Ap,in

log
(

Ap,out
Ap,in

) , (2.48)

where kp is the thermal conductivity of coil pipe material, Ap,out is the outer surface area
of pipe in inner bank side and Ap,in is the inner area, respectively. Similarly, the resistance
towards the outer sorbent bank can be calculated, by substituting Ap,out to be the outer surface
area of the pipe on the outer bank side and Ap,in on the inner, respectively.

Finally, the last term to be defined (in order to define Q̇ j,ws,in and Q̇ j,ws,out) is the heat transfer
through the sorbent itself. Again, the heat transfer is assumed to be conductive due to the
small void sizes in the sorbent. For defining the third resistance seen in Fig. 13, one can
use a similar approach as it was used to determine the heat transfer through coil pipe. By
substituting (2.47) with suitable surface areas to (2.44), the equation representing conduction
towards inner and outer sorbent banks can be derived to a following form

Rs,in =
ro,s,out − ro,s,in

k′s,eff ·
As,out−As,in

log
(

As,out
As,in

) , (2.49)

where Rs,in is the thermal resistance towards inner sorbent bank, ro,s,out is the outer radius,
ro,s,in is respectively the inner radius at inner sorbent bank side, k′s,eff is the effective thermal
conductivity of sorbent, and As,in and As,out are the inner and outer surface areas of inner
sorbent bank in radial direction. Thermal resistance towards outer direction can be calculated
with (2.49) by substituting suitable inner and outer radiuses and surface areas to the equation.

Now, the heat transfer rate from water to the sorbent can be calculated with (2.40), by com-
bining the resistances towards the outer sorbent bank by substituting (2.46), (2.48) and (2.49)
with proper surface areas to (2.41). Similarly (2.45), (2.48) and (2.49) with corresponding
surface areas of inner bank to (2.42).

Next the heat transfer rate from water flow to sorbent is to be defined for both the inner and
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outer sorbent bank. In Fig. 16 is shown a pale red area around the coil pipe, describing
the cross-coupling between the inner and outer sorbent banks. The cross-coupling allows
heat transfer from the bank to one another. The (2.36) representing conduction in cylindrical
coordinates can be used to form the heat transfer term for the cross-coupling. By looking
Fig. 16 it can be noticed that ho,cc is actually half of the height between surfaces of upper
and lower coil pipe turns. Now as per node there can be n amount turns of coil pipe within
a node, which will determine the total height of cross-coupling section in node. This we can
express as follows

ho, j,cc,tot =
(ho,c −2ro,p,out)Nc

n
, (2.50)

where ho, j,cc,tot is the total height of the cross-coupling area. This distance will be used to
define the heat transfer surface area of cross-coupling. The heat transfer rate term for the
cross-coupling is derived to following form

Q̇ j,cc =−2πk′s,effho, j,cc,tot ·
Tj,in −Tj,out

log( ro,cc,in
ro,cc,out

)
, (2.51)

where ro,cc,in is the inner radius of cross-coupling slap shown as pale red area in Fig. 16, and
ro,cc,out the outer radius, respectively.

Now we have defined the terms for heat transfer from water to sorbent at inner Q̇ j,ws,in and
outer Q̇ j,ws,out sorbent banks. Moreover, the term representing the cross-coupling between
banks has been also defined Q̇ j,cc. In the next paragraph, the heat transfer rate from the j:th
node to node above ( j−1) and node below ( j+1) is considered and determined.

The heat transfer between the nodes can be seen by looking at Figs. 10 and 11. One can
straightforwardly notice that the heat transfer is happening along the vertical axis z. Consid-
ering the geometry of the cartridge, heat conduction in Cartesian coordinates can be applied
that was derived in (2.39). The cartridge is a cylindrical object with a hole in the center, and
the sorbent banks are divided in the model by a coil pipe. Thus, the heat transfer areas be-
tween nodes are flat rings whose surface area can be calculated by subtraction of two circles
as shown in equation (2.52),

Anode,Q,out = πr2
o,s,out −πr2

o,s,in , (2.52)

where Anode,Q,out is the contact area between nodes. Similarly, the surface area of inner
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sorbent bank between nodes Anode,Q,in can be calculated by substituting ro,s,out to be outer
radius at inner sorbent bank, and ro,s,in inner radius at inner sorbent bank to the equation
(2.52). Now with (2.39) the heat transfer rate between j:th and j+ 1:th node at outer bank
can be calculated as follows

Q̇ j+1,out =−Anode,Q,out · k′s,eff
Tj+1,out −Tj,out

zo, j+1 − zo, j
, (2.53)

where Tj+1,out is the temperature of outer bank at j+1:th node, that is the node below, and
Tj,out is the temperature of j:th node at outer bank. The zo, j+1 is the height of j+1:th node
from bottom of cartridge and zo, j is the height of j:th from bottom of cartridge, respectively.
Similarly, the heat transfer rate between j − 1:th and j:th node at the outer bank can be
calculated with

Q̇ j−1,out =−Anode,Q,out · k′s,eff
Tj,out −Tj−1,out

zo, j − zo, j−1
, (2.54)

where Tj−1,out is the temperature of outer bank at j − 1:th node, that is the node above,
and zo, j−1 is the height of j − 1:th node from bottom of cartridge. Similarly in order to
calculate term for inner sorbent bank, this can be achieved by substituting suitable radiuses
to (2.52) to gain the contact area and with (2.53) and (2.54) by changing the surface areas
and temperatures to match the inner sorbent bank.

Section 2.4 discussed how pipe geometry and its properties affect flow in it, and the mass
flow of water is itself our main source of heat to node and out of it. Heat transfer by water
can be approximated with mass flow, the specific heat of the flowing substance, and mean
temperatures. Due to the fact that temperature varies along the flow pattern, the mean tem-
peratures are used (Incropera et al. 2007, ch. 8.1). The equation for heat transfer by internal
flow is

Q̇ = ṁc(T2 −T1) , (2.55)

where ṁ is the mass flow, c is the specific heat of the flowing substance, T2 is the mean tem-
perature of the outgoing flow, and T1 is for incoming flow, respectively. Now by substituting
the mass flow and specific heat of water with temperatures of water in coil at node j and
j+1, one can define the incoming heat transfer by water into the node
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Q̇ j,w,in = cwṁw,c(T c j −T c j+1) , (2.56)

where cw is the specific heat of water, ṁw,c is the mass flow of water in coil, and T c j+1 is
the temperature of water flow at node j+1. In a same manner, the heat transfer by outgoing
flow can be expressed as

Q̇ j,w,out = cwṁw,c(T c j−1 −T c j) , (2.57)

where T c j−1 is the temperature of water flow at node j−1.

The last terms to be defined for our modeling approach given in Fig. 11 are the losses of
outer Q̇ j,loss,out and inner Q̇ j,loss,in sorbent banks to ambient environment. The most straight-
forward approach to this would be neglecting the dynamics of the vacuum chamber around
the cartridge. This way we could adjust the terms Q̇ j,loss,out and Q̇ j,loss,in to match the ac-
tual losses by comparing data from the test environments results. For this case, the selected
approach is to identify the chamber dynamics around the cartridge. Using the identification
method leads to the point that the unknown parameter is the heat transfer through void space
between the cartridge’s outer surface and the chamber’s inner surface.

First, it is necessary to inspect the heat transfer inside the chamber, in this case, by assuming
that possible heat transfer methods are radiation, conduction, and convection. According
to (Marquardt 1999, ch. 6), convection is dominating over conduction in a small chamber,
when the pressure is above approximately 10 Torr / 13.3mbar(absolute). Therefore analy-
sis for the possibility of natural convection between the cartridge and chamber is necessary,
whereas radiation is known to happen inside the chamber. In analysis of the natural convec-
tion between the chamber and cartridge, they are assumed to be concentric cylinders. It is
noted that, all clamps and support constructions that hold the cartridge in place are neglected.
A sketch of the heat transfer methods can be seen in Fig. 18. Investigation how convective
heat transfer is occurring, starts from finding the Rayleigh number, a dimensionless quantity
that is used to describe fluids flow regime in buoyancy-driven flow (Incropera et al. 2007, ch.
9.5). The Rayleigh number can be calculated (Incropera et al. 2007, p. 569), as follows

Ra =
gβ
(
Tch −Tj,out

)
Lo,ch

3

vα
(2.58)

where Ra is the Rayleigh number, g is the gravitational acceleration [9.81 m
s ], Tch is the

chamber inner wall temperature, and β is the thermal expansion coefficient. Moreover, v is
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the kinematic viscosity, α is the thermal diffusivity. The final term Lo,ch is a case/geometry
dependent characteristic length, which can be solved with following equation (Incropera et
al. 2007, p. 591),

Lo,ch =

2
(

log
(

ro,ch,in
ro,s,out

)) 3
4

(
r
− 3

5
o,s,out + r

− 3
5

o,ch,in

) 5
3
, (2.59)

where ro,ch,in is the radius of chamber inner wall and ro,s,out the outer radius of the sorbent car-
tridge. For this specific geometry, correlation applied to natural convection can be neglected
if Lo,ch ·Rac < 100 (Cengel 2002, p. 481). This lead to effective thermal conductivity being
the thermal conductivity of the fluid itself. For this specific case, the Rayleigh number is cal-
culated with approximated fluid properties at a used level of vacuum, by taking into account
of decreased fluid density at a specific pressure and mean temperature of two surfaces under
study. The effective thermal conductivity can be denoted as (Cengel 2002, p. 478),

keff,void = kCO2 ·Nu , (2.60)

where keff,void is effective thermal conductivity and kCO2 is thermal conductivity of CO2. By
noticing the relation between the effective thermal conductivity and fluid’s thermal conduc-
tivity, they will describe the Nusselt number (Cengel 2002, p. 481)

keff,void

kCO2

= 0.386
(

Pr
0.861+Pr

) 1
4

Ra
1
4 = Nu . (2.61)

This expression is valid when Prandt number is in range 0.7 ≤ Pr ≤ 6000 and Rayleigh
number Ra ≤ 1 · 107, according to (Incropera et al. 2007, ch. 9.8.2). Now, the effective
thermal conductivity can be used in (2.36) to obtain the heat transfer term from cartridge to
chamber wall as follows,

Q̇loss, conv =−2πho, jkeff,void
Tch −Tj,out

ln( ro,ch,in
ro,s,out

)
, (2.62)

where Q̇loss, conv is the convective heat loss term and ho, j is the height of node.
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When radiation through the void between the cartridge and chamber wall is investigated, the
concentric cylinder approach can be used as a reasonable approximation (Incropera et al.
2007, p. 833). With an assumption that chamber wall does not reflect the radiation back to
sorbent, and is considered as a black body, the following can be written

Q̇loss, rad =
As, j,outσho, j

(
T 4

j,in −T 4
ch

)
1
ϵs
+ 1−ϵch

ϵch

(
ro,s,out
ro,ch

) , (2.63)

where σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, ϵch is the emissivity of chamber’s inner surface,
and ϵs the emissivity of cartridges outer surface. These emissivities are selected from value
tables providing values for different surfaces and materials, therefore these serve only as
approximations of actual dynamics. The total heat transfer rate from the outer sorbent bank
to the chamber wall can be denoted as follows

Q̇′
loss, out =

(
Q̇loss,conv,out + Q̇loss, rad,out

)
·γloss,cor,out . (2.64)

After iterative testing of the model, the correction coefficient representing the losses from the
outer sorbent bank to the chamber wall was analyzed to be 1.05, which shows that selected
approach for loss components performed quite well for the outer sorbent bank.

Figure 18. Sketch of convective currents and radiative heat transfer losses in node. Red curly arrows

denote radiative, blue for cold convection currents, and orange for hot convection currents, respec-

tively.

Now, if we consider the geometry of the cartridge and the node-based modeling approach,
it must be noted that radiation from the surface of the cartridge’s inner tube is going just to
the other side of that particular node. This means that, the radiation can be neglected for
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the inner side of the node as radiation components between adjacent nodes are neglected.
Convection is quite tricky to be considered, as the geometry would suggest that convection
could only happen through the center cavity at the cartridge from one end to another. For this
problem, it is assumed that convection does not occur in any reasonable manner as a hotter
surface surrounds the cavity, and the cartridge is positioned horizontally. Loss from the inner
sorbent bank is assumed to conduct first from walls towards the center and then along the
inner cavity towards the end of cartridges. Conduction distance is uniformed to all nodes
by taking a mean of all node distances towards the ends. This approach can be modelled by
combining equations (2.36) and (2.39), that results us

Q̇loss,cond,in =

As,in · kCO2

zo
+

2π · kCO2(zo, j − zo, j−1)

log
(

ro,in
ro,in

2

)
 ·
(
Tj,in −Tch

)
. (2.65)

After iterating the model against the test results, the suitable correction coefficient was found
for the inner sorbent bank. However, the outcome of this particular approach was found to
be relatively poor in its ability to describe the heat transfer from the inner sorbent bank to
the chamber wall, as the corrective term γloss,cor,in was found to be 36.5. The corrected heat
transfer term can be written in form

Q̇′
loss, in = Q̇loss,cond,in ·γloss,cor,in (2.66)

2.7 Identification of vacuum chamber dynamics

In this thesis, system identification is applied by utilizing measurement results from the test
environment to obtain the dynamic model representing chamber heating dynamics. Here, the
continuous-time Method of Moments (MOM) is used as a principle of identification, due to
its simplicity (Lindh et al. 2020). The MOM approach utilizes the step response (or impulse
response) information, in contrary to, as some identification methods rely on embedding
of special sinusoidal or chirp signal excitation to reference signals, to obtain identification
data rich in frequencies. Doing this kind of experiment with special signal in a system with
really slow dynamics is not often practical, and will consume a lot of time and test runs. As
the continuous-time MOM is based on identifying system model parameters from impulse
response, unique embedded excitation signals are not needed.
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Differentiation
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tions for moments
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of moments

Solving the unknown
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Reconstruction of
the system model

Verification of
derived model

Figure 19. Workflow of Continuous

MOM method

Fig. 19 presents the basic workflow for the

identification procedure. In the first stage,

the step response is gathered from the test

environment, when the cartridge is started to

heat by allowing hot water to flow through the

cartridge. This way, one can perform almost

step-like excitation to the system. After the

response is obtained based on the excitation,

then data will be filtered to reduce the mea-

surement noise and normalized (removing

offset) so that the step response starts from

zero. Here, the filtering was done with a

simple 10-sample moving average filter. The

normalizing causes that the identified model

will present the rise of temperature in the

chamber wall from the ambient environment.

Therefore, the ambient temperature must

be taken into account when combining the

chamber model with the cartridge model.

Obtaining impulse response from a real-life

system is practically impossible, but an ap-

proximation of it can be obtained by differen-

tiating the step response. The differentiated

step response can be seen in Fig. 20. Next,

with the step response and overall knowledge

of the process itself, a suitable process model

must be selected as a basis for the model rep-

resenting the chamber’s dynamics.
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Figure 20. Impulse response (solid black line) differentiated from the measured step response with

the simulated impulse response of the identified system (dashed line).

For this case, by looking at the filtered measurement in Fig. 21, it can be noticed that the
actual system has a certain dead time and response starts to rise smoothly. By noticing the
smooth exponential-function like slope at the beginning of response in Fig. 21, it is evident
that the system cannot be modeled precisely with a first order transfer function. Therefore,
it can be concluded that the system must be modeled with a higher order model like with a
second order (SO) transfer function.
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Figure 21. Measured step response (solid black line) from chambers reaction to heating of cartridge

with the simulated response of identified dynamics for chamber (dashed line).

The chamber model could be described fairly precisely without any dead time, but it is
kept with the model to offer more realistic results from control law analysis later on and
on the other hand the simulation system uses this particular model for heat loss calculation.
Therefore, the identified system is fitted to following second order plus dead time (SOPDT)
transfer function

G(S) =
K

(Sτ +1)2 · e
−Sθ , (2.67)

where K is the DC-gain, τ is the time constant of the system, and θ represents the dead time.
This particular transfer function form is used due to a reduced amount of unknown variables
compared to other 2nd order system structures. Now, as the chosen transfer function has three
unknown parameters, the needed moments are M0 · · ·M2. According to (Lindh et al. 2020),
the following relation ties the transfer function to moments of the impulse response

dn

dSn G(S) = (−1)n
∫

∞

0
e−S ttnh(t)dt (2.68)

where n is the number of moments under consideration and h(t) is the differentiated step
response. From (2.68), the relation for the first moment can be formed from the transfer
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function by setting the Laplace operator to 0. The second moment is obtained by differen-
tiating the transfer function (2.67) and setting the operator to 0. Then, the same procedure
is followed until all needed moment relations are obtained. Then the derivatives can be
expressed

G(0) = K = M0 =
∫

∞

0
h(t)dt , (2.69)

Ġ(0) =−K(θ+2τ) = M1 =−1
∫

∞

0
th(t)dt , (2.70)

G̈(0) = K(θ2 +4θτ +6τ2) = M2 =
∫

∞

0
t2h(t)dt . (2.71)

Next, the moments are calculated from the impulse response by solving the integrals numer-
ically in equations (2.69) – (2.71). As the moments are known and the relations between
moments and unknown parameters of the transfer function, the variables can be solved to
reconstruct the model itself.

After fitting, the model must be verified to fulfill the desired accuracy. For example, the sum
of squared deviations can be used to assess the performance of the identified model (Lindh et
al. 2020). If the model does not fulfill the accuracy criteria, the design will continue to a new
iteration as shown in Fig. 19. The simulated impulse response of the identified model can be
seen in Fig. 20 with the differentiated step response. Moreover, the measured step response
with the identified system step response are shown in Fig. 21. It is noticeable that there is
a small discrepancy between the responses, that is, the model is not a perfect match, but the
step responses correspond each other it is decided that model fulfills the needed accuracy for
chamber dynamics.

Now with derived model for chamber dynamics and equations (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) govern-
ing the cartridge dynamics are known. Therefore a model containing the dynamics of single
node in a cartridge can be constructed. Now it is necessary to point out that identified dy-
namics for chamber represents the whole chamber without the node discretization. The next
section discusses the modeling of a single cartridge with three nodes.

2.8 Modeling of 3 node cartridge

The previous sections showed principle behind modeling of single node system by equations
(2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) and introduced method to take account the dynamics of the chamber
itself. Now, the cartridge node’s model can be constructed by substituting heat transfer rate
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terms to equations. This will lead to the following ODEs,

dT c j

dt
=

cwṁw,c(T c j −T c j+1)− cwṁw,c(T c j−1 −T c j)

m j,wcw
+ (2.72)

− Tj,in−T c j
Rw,in+Rp,in+Rs,in

− Tj,out−T c j
Rw,out+Rp,out+Rs,out

m j,wcw
,

dTj,out

dt
=

Tj,out−T c j
Rw,out+Rp,out+Rs,out

−Anode,Q,out · k′s,eff
Tj+1,out−Tj,out

zo, j+1−zo, j

m j,s,outcs
+ (2.73)−2πho, jkeff,void

Tch−Tj,out

ln(
ro,ch
ro,out

)
+

As, j,outσho, j

(
T 4

j,in−T 4
ch

)
1
ϵs +

1−ϵch
ϵch

(
ro,out
ro,ch

)
γloss,cor,out

m j,s,outcs
+

Anode,Q,out · k′s,eff
Tj,out−Tj−1,out

zo, j−zo, j−1
−2πk′s,effho, j,cc,tot ·

Tj,in−Tj,out

log(
ro,cc,in
ro,cc,out

)

m j,s,outcs
,

dTj,in

dt
=

Tj,in−T c j
Rw,in+Rp,in+Rs,in

−Anode,Q,in · k′s,eff
Tj+1,in−Tj,in
zo, j+1−zo, j

m j,s,incs
+ (2.74)

−

As,in·kCO2
zo

+
2π·kCO2 (zo, j−zo, j−1)

log

(
ro,in
ro,in

2

)
 ·
(
Tj,in −Tch

)
γloss,cor,in

m j,s,incs
+

Anode,Q,in · k′s,eff
Tj,in−Tj−1,in
zo, j−zo, j−1

−2πk′s,effho, j,cc,tot ·
Tj,in−Tj,out

log(
ro,cc,in

ro,cc,out
)

m j,s,incs
.

For simplicity, the terms in equations can be factorized to a more compact and simpler form,
with later discussed assumptions. Represented in a more compact from, our equations are
following
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dT c j

dt
=

Cw,c(T c j −T c j+1)−Cw,c(T c j−1 −T c j)−
Tj,in−T c j

Rin
− Tj,out−T c j

Rout

m j,wcw
, (2.75)

dTj,out

dt
=

Tj,out−T c j
Rout

−κout(Tj+1,out −Tj,out)+κout(Tj,out −Tj−1,out)

m j,s,outcs
+ (2.76)

−
(
δconv,out

(
Tch −Tj,out

)
+ δrad,out

(
T 4

j,in −T 4
ch

))
γloss,cor,out +κcc(Tj,in −Tj,out)

m j,s,outcs
,

dTj,in

dt
=

Tj,in−T c j
Rin

−κin(Tj+1,in −Tj,in)+κin(Tj,in −Tj−1,in)

m j,s,incs
+ (2.77)

−δcond,in
(
Tj,in −Tch

)
γloss,cor,in −κcc(Tj,in −Tj,out)

m j,s,incs
.

Where, the terms in the equations are

Cw,c = cwṁw,c , κin =
Anode,Q,in·k′s,eff

∆zo,j
, κout =

Anode,Q,out·k′s,eff
∆zo,j

,

Rin=Rw,in+Rp,in+Rs,in , Rout=Rw,out+Rp,out+Rs,out , κcc =
2πk′s,effho, j,cc,tot

log(
ro,cc,in
ro,cc,out

)
,

δcond,in =
As,in·kCO2

zo
+

2π·kCO2∆zo,j

log

(
ro,in
ro,in

2

) , δrad,out =
As, j,outσho, j

1
ϵs +

1−ϵch
ϵch

(
ro,out
ro,ch

) , δconv,out =
−2πho, jkeff,void

ln(
ro,ch
ro,out

)
.

As the modeled cartridge is divided equally into n amount of nodes, a few additional sim-
plifications are done in the factorization. The cartridge is divided equally, meaning that the
distances between nodes are considered to be same throughout the cartridge. So changes in
z direction can be presented by one term ∆zo,j, and surface areas related to heat transfer are
assumed to be equal in every node. Also, all terms are per-node quantities which must be
considered, when calculating the parameters for the node model. In the modeling approach,
the correlations and assumptions are made regarding the heat transfer from the coil to the
sorbent, that is, when the cartridge is heating. Now when considering the heat transfer in
different manner, meaning that the heat transfer is from the sorbent to coil, the used heat
transfer correlations in this work will have lesser accuracy in representing this heat transfer
phenomenon.

Now by combining ODEs (2.75), (2.76) and (2.77) for each node, and by noticing from Fig.
10 that terms that would present properties that do not exist, must be neglected. For example,
a topmost node will only exchange heat with the coil in node and sorbent at node below it,
as there is no node above that. When considering the liquid flow of the cartridge, the liquid
input is to node 3, whereas the liquid output is to node 1. The derived group of equations
which represents the dynamics of a 3–node cartridge system are seen in (2.78), as follows
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dT c1

dt
=

Cw,c(T c1 −T c2)−Cw,c(T cout −T c1)−
T1,in−T c1

Rin
− T1,out−T c1

Rout

m1,wcw
,

dT1,out

dt
=

T1,out−T c1
Rout

−κout(T2,out −T1,out)− Q̇1,loss,out +κcc(T1,in −T1,out)

m1,s,outcs
,

dT1,in

dt
=

T1,in−T c1
Rin

−κin(T2,in −T1,in)− Q̇1,loss,in −κcc(T1,in −T1,out)

m1,s,incs
.

dT c2

dt
=

Cw,c(T c2 −T c3)−Cw,c(T c1 −T c2)−
T2,in−T c2

Rin
− T2,out−T c2

Rout

m2,wcw
,

dT2,out

dt
=

T2,out−T c2
Rout

−κout(T3,out −T2,out)+κout(T2,out −T1,out)− Q̇2,loss,out +κcc(T2,in −T2,out)

m2,s,outcs
, (2.78)

dT2,in

dt
=

T2,in−T c2
Rin

−κin(T3,in −T2,in)+κin(T2,in −T1,in)− Q̇2,loss,in −κcc(T2,in −T2,out)

m2,s,incs
.

dT c3

dt
=

Cw,c(T c3 −T cin)−Cw,c(T c2 −T c3)−
T3,in−T c3

Rin
− T3,out−T c3

Rout

m3,wcw
,

dT3,out

dt
=

T3,out−T c3
Rout

+κout(T3,out −T2,out)− Q̇3,loss,out +κcc(T3,in −T3,out)

m3,s,outcs
,

dT3,in

dt
=

T3,in−T c3
Rin

+κin(T3,in −T2,in)− Q̇3,loss,in −κcc(T3,in −T3,out)

m3,s,incs
.

In a similar manner, the cartridge could be divided into the same number of nodes as there
are turns in the coil. The number of coil turns is used as maximum amount of nodes, to
ensure a heat transfer route around the node from the coil to sorbent and vice versa, with this
modeling approach.

In Appendix 1 one possible solution is presented for the block diagram representation of a
single node of cartridge based on equations (2.75), (2.76) and (2.77). It is important to derive
such block diagram for simulation purposes. For example, the three-node cartridges can
be presented in a block-based simulation environment by stacking such one-node diagrams
together. On the contrary, our model can be presented with Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) state
space model,

ẋ = Ax(t)+Bu(t) , (2.79)

y = Cx(t)+Du(t) . (2.80)

where A and B are the system and input matrices, C and D are the output and feedforward
matrices, x(t) is the state vector, u(t) is the input vector and y is the output vector. By looking
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at (2.78), the relevant state variables are temperatures of j:th node, inner and outer sorbent
banks, and liquid in the coil, that will result in following state vector

x =

[
T c1 T1,out T1,in T c2 T2,out T2,in T c3 T3,out T3,in

]T
. (2.81)

As an system input, the temperature of liquid supplied to the lowest node is considered,
meaning that input vector is

u =

[
T cin

]
. (2.82)

When considering the outputs of a system, the only actual measurable output variable of the
cartridge is T cout. When this is selected as measured state variable, naturally our output is

y =

[
T cout

]
. (2.83)

This represent the liquid temperature leaving the cartridge, as a large-scale system does not
have measurements embedded inside the cartridges that could provide us more measurable
variables. Our system in practice is nonlinear, meaning that a linearization is required. With
the derived differential equations (2.78) and by calculating Jacobean matrix (2.84),

J =


∂ f1
∂x1

· · · ∂ f1
∂xn

... . . . ...
∂ fn
∂x1

· · · ∂ fn
∂xn

 , (2.84)

the linearizing model to operation point (Franklin et al. 2014, ch. 4.3.6), system matrix (A)
and input matrix (B) can be obtained. As the selected inputs do not directly affect the output,
the feedforward matrix (D) is set to zero. The linearization point was chosen according to
need for a precise model around the temperature where the state change happens. In this
case, the linearization was done at a temperature of 0.25 pu. The reason behind for the
selected linearization temperature is discussed later on.
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2.8.1 Including the chamber dynamics

Naturally, the chamber model must also be inserted into the cartridges model to complete
the state space model. The identified transfer function for the chamber can be represented in
form,

Gch(S) =
b0

S2 +a1S +a0
, (2.85)

where a0..1 are the denominator coefficients, b0 is the numerator coefficient and S is the
Laplace operator. A corresponding differential equation can be formed from the chambers
transfer function, resulting us

ÿ(t) = b0u(t)−a1ẏ(t)−a0y(t) . (2.86)

This differential equation can be presented as a state space model. As discussed earlier, the
identified model was made intentionally from normalized data, so it will only describe the
chamber’s temperature rise during the cartridge heating. The model must be modified ac-
cordingly to gain proper temperature out of the model. First an additional input representing
the ambient temperature must be inserted into the state space model. Secondly, the output of
the chamber model is desired to show the real temperature of the chamber wall. Therefore,
the input of ambient temperature must be added to the output Tch by the feedforward matrix.
The state space model is as follows

ẋ =

−a1 −a0

1 0

x(t)+

b0 −b0

0 0

u(t) ,

(2.87)

y =
[

0 1

]
x(t)+

[
0 1

]
u(t) .

Now by combining the models, the total number of state variables is the sum of the number
of state variables in both models, resulting in a total of 11 state variables representing the
three-node model. As the chamber and cartridge dynamics share mutual input of in-feed
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liquid temperature to the coil, and the chamber model has an additional input for ambient
temperature, the inputs of the combined model are,

u =

T cin

Tamb

 . (2.88)

The suitable selection for outputs is the coil temperature of the topmost/exit node and cham-
ber wall temperature. The reason for this particular selection is discussed later on. This
selection will result us

y =

T cout

Tch

 . (2.89)

The state space model could also have the output for average sorbent temperature, but as the
system is simulated with the nonlinear model in the Simulink environment, there is no need
to derive more detailed state space model for simulation purposes. The linear model will be
later on used for the derivation of virtual sensor (estimator) and therefore the average sorbent
temperature output will not be of interest at this point. Finally, the feedforward term must be
added to the model from ambient temperature input to chamber wall temperature output to
obtain the correct reading of chamber wall temperature. The combined model is represented
as composition consisting of matrices A, B, C and D matrices, as illustrated in (2.90).

Sys =
A B

C D

(2.90)

The description of state variables, inputs, and outputs are added to the composition’s outer
edges for the reader’s convenience. For the sake of clarity, the matrix cells are shown as
coefficients (e.g. A1,1 and B2,2) in the representation of the system in next equation (2.91).
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Sys =

A1,1 A1,2 A1,3 A1,4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T c1

A2,1 A2,2 A2,3 0 A2,5 0 0 0 0 0 A2,11 0 B2,2 T1,out

A3,1 A3,2 A3,3 0 0 A3,6 0 0 0 0 A3,11 0 B2,3 T1,in

A4,1 0 0 A4,4 A4,5 A4,6 A4,7 0 0 0 0 0 0 T c2

0 A5,2 0 A5,4 A5,5 A5,6 0 A5,8 0 0 A5,11 0 B2,5 T2,out

0 0 A6,3 A6,4 A6,5 A6,6 0 0 A6,9 0 A6,11 0 B2,6 T2,in

0 0 0 A7,4 0 0 A7,7 A7,8 A7,9 0 0 B1,7 0 T c3

0 0 0 0 A8,5 0 A8,7 A8,8 A8,9 0 A8,11 0 B2,8 T3,out

0 0 0 0 0 A9,6 A9,7 A9,8 A9,9 0 A9,11 0 B2,9 T3,in

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 A10,10 A10,11 B1,10 B2,10 Ṫch

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 Tch

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T c1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 Tch

T c1 T1,out T1,in T c2 T2,out T2,in T c3 T3,out T3,in Ṫch Tch T cin Tamb

(2.91)
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3 Design and building of testing setup

A specific testing environment to represent the circulation systems was built during the the-
sis, based on Soletair Power’s commercial product that is scaled to a smaller scale system.
One of the main targets behind building the test setup is the ability to verify the modeling
results and to get insights into systems behavior in real life. The system is designed to have
the required functionalities and modifications to perform heat circulation procedures with
controlled heating. The build test environment lacks the functionalities to complete an en-
tire TVSA direct air capture cycle (adsorption, product gas collection, and treatment). Three
chambers are needed to continuously perform circulation and heating cycles, which led to the
design’s starting point. The design started by determining the required process piping for a
liquid to accomplish all the different states of cycles and determining the instrumentation for
control and data gathering. Fig. 22 shows a simplified process diagram for a two-chamber
system.

T
E

S-011

P-031

P-011

P-021

V
P-101

ET-011

R
D

-021

RV-011

Figure 22. Figure shows a simplified process diagram of a two-chamber circulation system. The

system consists of three loops, which are highlighted in the figure. One for heating (red), one for

cooling (blue), and one for circulation and interconnection between chambers (green). The loops

are formed by setting the valves to proper configuration depending on the direction of circulation or

chamber under heating/cooling. For abbreviations in the figure, RV stands for a relief valve, P for a

pump, RD for the radiator, and VP for a vacuum pump. Numbering is done according to the loops.
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The process diagram shows that the system consists of three loops that serve different pur-
poses (heating, cooling and circulation). In principle, every chamber must be able to be
connected in series with another chamber to form a circulation loop or to be connected to a
TES loop or cooling loop. For a system in Fig. 22, the chambers can be either in circula-
tion configuration or cooled and heated simultaneously. Vacuuming of the system is handled
with a single oil-sealed vacuum pump. A suitable chamber for vacuuming is chosen by con-
necting and separating chambers from the vacuum pipeline by solenoid valves. Selection of
TES and its heating elements specifications were selected by scaling down proportionally
the Soletair Power DAC unit specifications to match the cartridge count and sorbent mass
of a testing environment. System controls and automation were programmed to Siemens ET
200SP series CPU with needed I/O units to control devices/actuators and instrumentation. In
addition, operation control and a graphical user interface for the system were implemented
onto the Siemens KTP400 HMI Basic series panel. In order to verify the energy savings,
the environment is also equipped with the Lovato DMED310 Energy meter, which has a
specified accuracy of ±0.5% of actual value in a range of 0.75 · · ·80 A. The data gathering
principle of testing environment is shown in Fig. 23.

E

Measurements & Controls

Supply

Figure 23. Data gathering principle of the testing environment.

For data gathering and collection, the PC was used by querying data from the Modbus TCP
server operating in PLC. From the PC, data is sent to Azure Cloud Virtual Machine, where
data is organized and handled. Fig. 24 is taken photograph of the test environment.
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Figure 24. The test environment designed and manufactured for research purposes.

When looking the experimental test system components depicted in Fig.24, the control cab-
inet of the system is seen on the left behind the metal plate. The TES can be seen on the left
as a white cylindrical tank. Moreover, insulated testing chambers are seen on the right side
of the image, where chamber I is the topmost and III is the bottom one. The chamber II is
designed in a special-manner as it also includes the vacuum feedthrough for measurements
from sorbent temperature, seen in the middle of the image.

3.1 Special cartridge for system verification

The system is equipped with a special cartridge, with a temperature measurement rod in-
stalled inside the outer sorbent bank in a horizontal direction. This is centered between the
coil and cartridge’s outer wall. The idea behind the measurement rod is to verify the derived
model and the actual temperature distribution inside the cartridge in the horizontal direction.
Sensors in the rod are 2-wire PT100 with relatively long wires, in total 5m per loop (approxi-
mately 0.41Ω according to wire manufacturer at 20◦C). Obviously, the extra resistance leads
to a biased measurement of approximately 1◦C±0.3◦C, when sensor accuracy class is also
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considered. Wire length compensating 3 or 4-wire models were not used because the number
of sensors was desired to be maximized for 25 pins available in the vacuum feedthrough.
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4 Testing and simulation of system

The following sections will look more into open-loop responses and the dynamic behavior
of modeled systems. Cartridges are simulated with 10 node models in the Simulink envi-
ronment, whereas the same open-loop tests are performed in the testing environment. Due
to immaterial rights, the process values in simulations and test runs are presented as per-unit
(pu) values.

4.1 Heating model of single cartridge

The first simulations presented here are open-loop simulations. For example, individual con-
trollers will hold flow and liquid temperature on the desired point, and controller references
are not altered or additionally controlled during simulation. This means that the system under
study does not have additional feedback from sorbent temperature. The principle of heating
one cartridge can be seen in Fig. 25. In the open loop simulations, the identified thermal
energy storage model and the derived controller for TES are used in Simulink to offer more
realistic results. Derivation of the TES model and controller are discussed in section 5.2.

Chamber

TES

Figure 25. Heating principle of one cartridge.

Fig. 26 presents response(s) of the 10-node Simulink model to step change in flow and
starting of hot water flow from TES to coil inlet. The change in flow is from 0 to nominal flow
1 pu, and for the temperature of the liquid from ambient to nominal operating temperature.
The Fig. 27 shows the results obtained from the test environment for similar excitation. The
simulations are done by feeding the ambient temperature, liquid input temperature, and flow
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measurement data gained from the testing environment to ensure the best correspondence
between results from the testing environment and the simulation.

As expected, the sorbent bed does not reach the operation temperature due to losses and
heat transfer properties. For example, this problem can be tackled with suitable control by
manually scaling the heater reference temperature appropriately. Alternatively, this could
be solved by estimating the sorbent temperature with an estimator in a real-life system and
using the estimate of sorbent temperature as feedback. The drawback of manual scaling
is the lack of feedback; therefore, it does not have any self-correcting functionalities. In
contrast, the estimation approach suffers from lesser accuracy, as the estimate will rely on the
mathematical model and other measurements, which are easier to obtain. In the experimental
system considered in this thesis, all sorbent measurements are done with the embedded rod
inside the cartridge. However, this kind of precise temperature measurement of the sorbent
is only applicable in a small-scale system due to the high cost of needed equipment and the
harsh, moist, and acidic environment inside the DAC chamber.
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Open Loop Step Response of 10 Node Cartridge Model

Figure 26. Simulated open loop step response from outer sorbent banks in a single 10-node nonlinear

cartridge model during heating under nominal flow and temperature.

In the simulation case seen in Fig. 26, different node temperatures vary slightly due to
transferred heat to sorbent from coil in previous nodes. The responses shows that sorbent
beds dynamically respond almost as regular first-order systems step response, but the main
difference is the slow slope seen near the steady state. For comparison purposes, also the
temperatures of outer sorbent banks are plotted. This correspond to the actual test environ-
ment, as the measuring rod is located at the outer side of the coil at the outer sorbent bank.
The result of the stacked nodes modeling approach can be seen straightforwardly from the
simulated result – as hot liquid enters first to bottom (node 10) it will heat up fastest while
the upper node 1 slowest.
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Figure 27. Measured open loop step response(s) from the test environment when the cartridge is

heated under nominal flow and temperature. NB: in the legend, the RTD prefix means resistance

temperature detectors (PT100) number in the measurement rod in the cartridge. The sensor numbering

is done according to the stacked node approach, e.g., RTD 10 locates at the bottom of the cartridge,

and RTD 1 is at the top.

When the measurements plotted in Fig. 27 are considered, the results differ from the sim-
ulation counterpart. First, if only the dynamical behavior is considered for both cases, the
responses share a reasonably similar trend, which is almost inevitable as averaged tempera-
tures from the test environment were used to find the model’s corrective coefficients. When
further comparing Figs. 26 and 27, the most significant difference is the broader spread of
measured temperatures compared to their simulated ones. When looking at the temperatures
seen in Fig. 27, it can be noticed that the lowest measured ones are near the ends of the
cartridge (nodes: 1, 2, and 9, 10). The suggested reason for this phenomena is relatively
simple. As the cartridge is inside a steel chamber, the metal supports hold it in the middle,
creating a good conductive path for heat to flow away from the sorbent. Especially, the nodes
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9 and 10 are the coldest as a result, because on that side, the metal supports are welded onto
the chamber wall, which makes the heat transfer even better. The other side (nodes 1 and 2)
support is removable and not welded to the chamber walls. Also, it is important to note that
the liquid first enters the cartridge’s bottom part. So, according to the modeling approach the
warmest place should be the bottom part of the cartridge. By looking at the zoom-in from
the beginning of the response seen in Fig. 27, it is observed that measurements at RTD 10
and 9 starts to rise earlier than for example in RTD 1. Of course, in the end, it is not a very
sensible notion, but it does prove that the stacked nodes approach is applicable for modeling,
as nodes 10 and 9 should start to heat up first. Furthermore, a slight temperature deviation is
seen at the beginning due to the ambient environment, and naturally some uncertainty is also
present in the measurements due to the sensor properties.

The deviation fits inside the error, but it is not likely that gradient would not exist as it is so
uniformly distributed between the measurements. Also, if we consider the rest of the nodes
away from the supports (e.g. nodes 3 to 8), the temperature gradient is rather dense. How-
ever, the temperature differences are still more significant when compared to the simulated
ones seen in Fig. 26. That indicates us that minor adjustments for the heat transfer dynamics
between nodes would be in place in the model. More clearly, the temperature distribution
gradient is illustrated in Fig. 28. The conflict between the model and the real-life system is
seen when looking the temperature gradient from a steady state, as the gradient is opposed to
what the model would suggest. The supports might explain this at the cartridge ends, but as
no measurements were inserted into those supports, it is impossible to verify that assumption.

Figure 28. The temperature gradient of the cartridge along a horizontal axis. Yellow shades is for

lower and respectively red ones is for higher temperatures. The gradient is formed from the steady

state results from the test shown in Fig. 27.

Despite that there are some discrepancies and uncertain dynamics between the actual system
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and model, as an overall conclusion it can be stated that the presented modeling approach
is acceptable for a system like this as the fundamental dynamics are still same. Of course,
the test environment is crucial in finding suitable corrective coefficients for a some model
parameters. Nevertheless, a relatively precise model can be created as a combination of
simple modeling approach and data obtained from simple experimental tests. On the other
hand, the model could have been just identified from obtained data, but that quickly leads to
the point that mutual interactions between cartridge components are left unknown. Therefore
the resulting model would be just a dynamic relationship between the inputs and outputs
without deeper knowledge about the dynamics itself.

To further compare modeling against actual system, the simulation and measured average
temperature responses to step-like excitation are compared in Fig. 29.
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Figure 29. Comparison of dynamic behavior of the average temperature between the model response

and measured one and error between them. The temperature from the simulation is the average of

node temperatures in the simulation, whereas the measurement from the test environment represent

the average of measurements obtained from the rod.

When considering the averaged temperatures obtained from both, it can be said that the
match between the test environment and simulation is relatively good. Most of the modeling
errors occur at fast transients at the beginning of the response, as seen from the error plot.
Moreover, Fig. 30 shows very clearly the importance of including the chamber model which
was embedded in the cartridge model.
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Figure 30. Simulation how the surrounding vacuum chamber’s dynamics affect the sorbent’s heating.

Temperature from the simulation is the average of node temperatures in simulation, whereas measure-

ment from the testing environment is the average of measurements from the rod. The simulation was

done with a nonlinear model in a Simulink environment.

By looking at Fig. 30 it is seen that in the case without the added chamber model, signif-
icant temperature errors will occur when compared to measurement and second modeling
approach. Naturally, this is caused by the heating of the chamber itself. When the cartridge
is heated, the chamber’s temperature will directly affect the cartridge’s losses. The same
thing creates a slowly rising slope near the steady state in step response.

Fig. 31 presents the time spent on the averaged temperature of nodes to reach 90% of the final
temperature of sorbent with different volumetric flows to step-like temperature change to coil
inlet. The simulations for this purpose were done in the range of 0.83 pu to 1.13 pu. The key
point indicated by the figure is the effect of volumetric flow in the coil to the sorbent’s heating
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time compared to the model’s result. The model has some scaling flaws, but when compared
to the mean trend between results and simulations, it is seen to be pretty uniform. However,
the calculated mean from measurements is questionable as deviations mostly overlap with
different flows, also making the results from a statistic perspective questionable.
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Figure 31. Figure shows the sorbent heating time to 90 % of final value with different volumetric

flows. The circles in the plot represent the results from testing runs, whereas dots are from simulation

results. For measured values, the dashed ellipses represent 2 times the standard deviation (95%) of

measurements, where the mean is marked with a vertical line.

Naturally, the flow has a much more significant effect on the rise time of coil’s temperature
response when compared to the rise time of sorbent temperature response. For example,
by decreasing the flow to 0.83 pu, the rise time of the coil temperature is approximately
two times what it is with a 1.13 pu flow. In comparison, the effect of the similar change
in flow affects the sorbent temperature response only 2 minutes, i.e., approximately 3%,
as seen in Fig. 31. Of course, when considering this specific system, a 0.6 pu volumetric
flow lowers Reynolds number near critical Reynolds number, so by that notion, under 0.6
pu, the flow should start to change to laminar flow according to Reynolds number. This
transition will affect heat transfer in decreasing manner, so for that reason, lower flows are
not investigated. Furthermore, closing the critical limit might be one reason for the bending
of mean curves (dashed line) at low flow in Fig. 31. By these notions, it can be concluded that
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using volumetric flow to control the heat transfer of sorbent is not practical and economical,
as increasing it does not significantly affect the sorbent’s heating rate.

When considering the steady-state error of the system, for example from Fig. 27 it is seen
that the sorbent do not reach the temperature of inlet liquid. Also, it can be said from data
that flow do not have an affect onto steady state, but only some to speed that sorbent reaches
it. The more affecting factor is the temperature of inlet water, which leads to more signif-
icant losses as the difference to ambient temperature increases, and of course, the ambient
temperature also has a relative effect on the steady-state error of the system. Therefore, the
conclusion can be made that operational temperature and inlet liquid temperature affect heat-
ing more significantly than the flow. Also based on the results of Fig. 31, it is concluded that
altering the temperature of inlet water is far more effective.

4.2 Cooling model of single cartridge

For cooling the cartridge in a test environment, a radiator is used to dissipate the excess
heat into the surroundings. In cyclic operation, the cooling of the cartridge is not strictly
tied to the previously mentioned time window, and the rate is tied to natural conditions and
reversed heat transfer ability from sorbent to coil. Naturally, a significant effect comes from
the radiator’s ability to dissipate heat, which is tied to the mass flow of water through the
radiator, the temperature difference between ambient and incoming liquid, and importantly,
the design and properties of the radiator itself. The cooling principle is shown in Fig. 32.

Chamber

Radiator

Figure 32. Cooling principle of one cartridge.

A detailed model of the radiator will not be derived in this thesis. However, the radiator is
approximated by multiplying the current temperature reading with a value of 0.975 at every
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sample and then passing that out as the radiator outlet temperature until the temperatures
reach the ambient temperature in the simulation. The reason for such a simple approach is
that the cooling does not affect the model in a way that would alter the simulation result.
After the circulation phase is completed, it is only used to cool down the other chamber.

A separate model for cartridge during cooling is not derived, and a similar modeling ap-
proach would work, but Nusselt number correlations should be changed to describe the
changed direction of heat flow.

4.3 Heat circulation model of two cartridges

Regarding one of the main topics of this thesis, the heat circulation between two cartridges
is considered. In this setup, the liquid circulation lines are turned in a way that will allow
liquid flow to pass through both cartridges, one which is at operating temperature and another
which is at near the ambient temperature. The basic principle of the circulation step is shown
in Fig. 33.

Chamber
Hot

Chamber
Cold

Figure 33. Circulation principle between two cartridges.

As a general principle, the hotter cartridge will transfer heat to liquid flow, which will heat
the colder cartridge to a point where the temperature difference between cartridges is small,
and heat losses start to cool both cartridges. Fig. 34 shows a simulation of cartridge mean
temperatures during circulation between hot and cold tanks.
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Figure 34. Simulated circulation between the two cartridges.

When reasoning the results through using common sense, the optimal point for state change
between circulation and heating is just before heat losses start to cool both cartridges. That is
also the point when the maximal amount of usable energy is transferred from one cartridge to
another in a meaningful manner by circulation. Regarding the available recoverable energy
by circulation, the simulations seen in Fig. 34 strongly suggest that 20% can be recovered
with this particular system if losses are assumed to be constant. Nevertheless, as losses to
ambient will increase as sorbent heats up to higher temperatures, the total energy saving
will most likely be lesser than this. Also, reaching the optimal point takes approximately 50
minutes, reducing the available heating time when maximal energy saving is desired.

Moreover, because the circulation phase uses only a pump to move the liquid in piping, with
notions from Fig. 31, altering the flow will not have a significant effect. That leads to the
point where the only way how circulation performance can be increased is by increasing
the heat transfer properties from sorbent to coil pipe and optimizing the insulation of the
chambers. Of course, heating the sorbent over the operating temperature increases circulated
energy, but that is not meaningful when considering the control targets introduced in the next
chapter.
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5 Control design

The main target for control design is to form robust and simple control laws based on a
straightforward engineering approach for the system. Furthermore, the selected controller
structures and control laws must fulfill the aim of being able to heat the sorbent to the desired
temperature and perform the state change from circulation to heating at the appropriate point
determined by the controller. The additional aims for the controller performance are that the
sorbent heating is expected to be fast but without significant overshoot in response. Also,
the controller must be able to respond to disturbances caused by the production phase in the
TVSA cycle. First, this chapter provides derivation for a virtual sensor (state estimator) for
average sorbent temperature to obtain the needed estimate for sorbent temperature control
during the heating phase. An estimate will also be used in determining the state change
point for circulation to heating. Later, a suitable control law with a cascade structure will be
designed for sorbent heating.

5.1 Virtual sensor for average temperature estimation

The fundamental problem of controlling the heating process is the lack of actual measure-
ments in a cartridge. In a large-scale (industrial) system, it is not reasonable to embed the
measurements into a cartridge due to expensive vacuum feedthrough and harsh, humid and
acidic environment inside the chamber. Supporting indication about the problematic envi-
ronment inside the chamber was already gained when testing the test environment, as the
sensors attached to the measurement rod had some distortion in measurements due to acidity
and condensate water. The most robust results are gained when measurements are kept on
the chamber wall, away from the sorbent, and when costs are desired to be kept low.

Here, a virtual sensor is designed to tackle the missing measurements problem and offer a
robust estimate of the temperature. A linear state space modeling approach is used to form
the state estimator to estimate the average temperature of the sorbent inside the cartridge. As
discussed earlier linearization for the virtual sensor is done at the temperature range when
a state change is approximately happening to offer precise readings for the state change
algorithm, where the sensor is desired to be at its best when considering from the accuracy
perspective. Also, tuning of the virtual sensor is done by keeping that point in mind. A single
node cartridge was derived to LTI Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) state space form
for particular estimation purposes as continuous-time representation. Next, the derivation of
a 1–node estimator is presented where the system states are,
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x =

[
T c1 T1,out T1,in Ṫch Tch

]T
, (5.1)

with following inputs and outputs,

u =

[
T cin Tamb

]T
, (5.2)

y =

[
T cout Tch

]T
. (5.3)

When the modeled system is combined to a form shown in (2.79) and (2.80), the following
representation for the virtual sensor is obtained,



Ṫ c1

Ṫ1,out

Ṫ1,in

T̈ch

Ṫch


=



A11 A12 A13 0 0

A21 A22 A23 0 A25

A31 A32 A33 0 A35

0 0 0 A44 A45

0 0 0 1 0


·



T c1

T1,out

T1,in

Ṫch

Tch


+



B11 0

0 B22

0 B32

B41 B42

0 0


·

T cin

Tamb

 ,

(5.4)

T cout

Tch

=

1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1

 ·



T c1

T1,out

T1,in

Ṫch

Tch


+

0 0

0 1

 ·
T cin

Tamb

 .

Before designing the estimator itself, it is necessary to verify the observability of the model.
The observability can be determined with following condition

rank

([
CT ATCT · · · (AT)n−1CT

])
= n , (5.5)

where the systems observability matrix is formed, and the rank of the observability matrix
is compared to the number of states n. If the relation is true (that is rank is the same as
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the state numbers), the system is said to be observable. Although the above relation can
have numerical issues with high-order systems due to rounding, other observability checking
methods might be needed (Paige 1981). The same relation also applies to discrete systems
by replacing the continuous matrices with discrete ones.

The chosen modeling approach inevitably leads to the MIMO system estimator, which leads
to high complexity in designing the estimator gain by manually. Also finding the estimator
gain with pole placement approach for Luenberger observer by forming the observer gains
with example generalized Ackermann’s formula is not always practical for MIMO system
(Franklin et al. 2014, p. 293-298). To reduce the degrees of freedom (DOF) on the designer’s
side and still benefit from a more straightforward implementation than the time-varying im-
plementations, an observer with steady state gain design i.e. constant gain Kalman filter,
which shares the same structure as regular Luenberger observer is alternative design possi-
bility. (Franklin et al. 2014, p. 394-400). The drawback of the constant gain Kalman filter is
the inability to self-adjust the Kalman gain based on prior estimates and measurements, but
when the gain is well-designed the estimator can provide satisfactory estimates (although
problem defined). The LTI representation of the system in a state space from is given in
equations (5.6) – (5.7) with process noise w and measurement noise v vectors.

ẋ = Ax(t)+Bu(t)+w(t) , (5.6)

y = Cx(t)+Du(t)+v(t) . (5.7)

For Kalman filter measurement, the noise and process noises are assumed to be Gaussian
white noise (Thomas Duriez 2017, ch 3.3). The covariance/variance matrix can be formed
as in below (5.8), where the diagonal axis consists of variances of variables, whereas the rest
are covariances between variables, as

R =

 σ2
I σIσII

σIIσI σ2
II

 , (5.8)

where σ2
I..II is variance of a variable whereas σI..II and σII..I denotes the covariance between

variables. Because the system has two measurable outputs T cout and Tch, the output noise
covariance/variance matrix Rv is a size of 2 by 2 matrix. It is assumed that these two noise
channels do not have a mutual correlation, that is the measurement devices are considered to
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be independent. Therefore, the Rv is a diagonal matrix of variances for measurement noise
σ2

v terms

Rv =

σ2
v,1,1 0

0 σ2
v,2,2

 . (5.9)

On the contrary, the matrix Rw is the process noise covariance/variance matrix, which is
formed based on the assumption that system inputs conduct the noise components to the
system. As changes in the ambient temperature are relatively slow and the TES controller
already compensates the effect of it to the inlet liquid, it is assumed that the change in the
ambient temperature does not affect the coil inlet temperature. Furthermore, due to the fact
that the piping is well insulated, the temperature of the liquid at the coil inlet will not affect
to the ambient temperature considerably either. Therefore, the process noise matrix is a
following diagonal 2 by 2 matrix

Rw =

σ2
w,1,1 0

0 σ2
w,2,2

 . (5.10)

The Kalman filter is tuned with covariance/variance matrices, where user-defined values
act as weights for the noise components. For example, if measurement noise is increased,
the filter gives more weight to the dynamic model itself, and naturally, if process noise is
increased, more weight is given to measurements.

The process noise components can be identified and approximated as a white noise from
the system by testing procedure. However, a justifiable guess based on engineering intuition
can be just as effective approach if prior knowledge about the system is known. Also, in
practical applications, the system noise components usually have a rather complex mode of
action to the system itself, so optimal values can be complicated to obtain (Franklin et al.
2014, p.396-417). For this case, the variances for process noise are educated guesses based
on the system behavior.

For measurement noise, the variances can be approximated by specifications of the mea-
surement device itself or similarly by identifying by holding the measured value constant
and normalizing the obtained data by subtracting mean from the data. Therefore, the sig-
nal components left are representations of noise components in measurement, which can be
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used to calculate the weight to Rv. Of course, for example, the sampling rate of instrumenta-
tion and conversion will affect the results with the rate of data gathering by aliasing desired
noise components. So to obtain precise results, these should be kept the same or faster when
compared to the final implementation.

With Kalman gain L f and LTI model, the estimator minimizes the following cost function
(Thomas Duriez 2017, ch 3.3), where the estimation error is minimized at steady state, as it
is assumed that system reaches steady state at some point in time,

Scost = lim
t→∞

E
[(

x(t)− x̂(t)
)T (x(t)− x̂(t)

)]
, (5.11)

where E is expectation operator and x̂ is the estimated state vector. In order to calculate the
Kalman gain, continuous-time algebraic Riccati equation (CARE) must conduct to stabiliz-
ing solution for (A−L f C) ,

YAT+AY+YCTR−1
v CY+Rw = 0 , (5.12)

where Y is the unknown solvable matrix. The gain can calculated by solving Y (Thomas
Duriez 2017, ch 3.3) and substituting it to (5.13)

L f = YCTRv , (5.13)

where L f is Kalman gain. A full state estimator can be formed with equations (5.14) and
(5.15), when the systems LTI model is known with a suitable Kalman gain (Thomas Duriez
2017, ch. 3.3), and thus following presentation is obtained

ẋ = Ax̂(t)+Bu(t)+L f
(
y(t)− ŷ(t)

)
, (5.14)

ŷ = Cx̂(t)+Du(t) , (5.15)

G =

[
0 1

2
1
2 0 0

]
, (5.16)

where ŷ is a vector for model predictions and here G is an additional output matrix used
to represent the average sorbent temperature based on the state variables. Now the virtual
sensor can be derived by substituting (5.15) to (5.14) and by forming the output with matrix
G to obtain an estimator where measurements and excitation inputs are system inputs, and
the average sorbent temperature is output, we get
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˙̂x =
(
A−L f C

)
x̂(t)+

(
B−L f D

)
u(t)+L f y(t) , (5.17)

T̂ s = Gx̂(t) , (5.18)

where T̂ s is the average sorbent temperature. This virtual sensor is derived as a continuous-
time system and natural next step is that, it must be discretized to implement the sensor
to real hardware. Generally, the continuous-time matrices A and B will transform to their
discrete-time counterparts Φ and Γ, whereas the output and feedforward matrices are the
same for both domain representation. The LTI state space model in discrete-time domain
obtains the following representation

xk+1 = Φxk +Γuk , (5.19)

yk = Cxk +Duk , (5.20)

where Φ is the discrete system matrix, Γ is the discrete input matrix, and k is the number of
sample. The virtual sensor’s discrete counterpart is here derived similarly as the discretized
system, but for calculation of the Kalman gain, the CARE is solved as its discrete counterpart.

For this purpose, the discretization is done with the zero-order-hold (ZOH) method, where
a sample is considered to be constant through the sample time. As the sample time, a value
of 5 seconds will be considered. In this case, the sample time is determined by looking at
the poles of the continuous time system, where the fastest pole has a natural frequency ωn

of 0.61 rad/s, which belongs to coil liquid temperature dynamics at the bottom node. The
sampling rate will be determined using the Nyquist rate of the fastest pole. Then, the sample
rate can be calculated with,

fk ≥ 2 · ωn

2π
. (5.21)

Converting the gained sampling frequency fk to seconds, a sample time of approximately 5
seconds is gained. The conversion can be done as follows,

1
fk

= Tk ≈ 5 , (5.22)
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where Tk is the sample time. The sample time selected here is also used for discrete con-
trollers derived later on. The drawback using a high sampling rate, when compared to dy-
namics that we are actually interested in, are that the high-frequency noise will not be filtered
away, and of course, the higher sampling rates will need more computing power. Neverthe-
less, with the sampling rates that we are having here, the computing power with modern
industrial PLC will not be an issue. As the coil dynamics are much faster than the dynamics
of the sorbent banks, we must acclimate to high sampling rates. The high sampling rate
for certain parts could also be avoided with multi-rate sampling, where some measurements
and states are sampled at a higher rate than others (Franklin et al. 2014, p. 469-470). Simi-
larly, the minimum sample rate could be solved by defining it from the multiple closed loop
bandwidth (Franklin et al. 2014, p. 450), as

2 <
ωk,min

ωbw
, (5.23)

where ωk,min is the minimum sampling frequency [ rad
s ] and ωbw is the closed loop bandwidth

[ rad
s ]. After the discretization and calculation of the Kalman gain for the discrete estimator,

the system can be constructed for simulation and testing.

In Fig. 35 test cartridge has been tested through a complete operation cycle in the test envi-
ronment, where the measured average sorbent temperature is compared with gained reading
from the virtual sensor implemented to PLC. The cycle begins with heat circulation from
time 0 to 50 minutes. During this period, the heat is circulated from a previously heated
cartridge to the one under study. This is the phase when the virtual sensor is near the model
linearization point, meaning that good estimation precision is obtained as is seen from Fig.
35.
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Figure 35. A complete run of circulation, heating, and cooling of one cartridge in the testing environ-

ment. The above figure shows the capability of the virtual sensor to estimate the average temperature

of the sorbent and the blue line indicates the error between the measured temperature of the liquid

leaving the cartridge and its estimate. Similarly, the magenta colored line shows an error between the

measured chamber wall temperature and its estimate.

Then, by focusing on Fig. 35 to time period from 50 to 650 minutes, the cartridge is heated
up to operational temperature with the derived control laws (discussed in the following sec-
tions). When the temperature increases, the accuracy of the estimation suffers from lineariza-
tion and modeling imperfections as it is seen around 200 minutes, when the virtual sensor
accumulates the estimate more rapidly than the actual heating rate would. Also, the identi-
fied chamber model has an error caused by the identification method, affecting the results.
The maximum error of the virtual sensor is ±3% of averaged measured temperature from the
measurement rod, although the error converges smaller during steady state time. Finally, by
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looking time period from 650 to 700 minutes, the cartridge is in circulation phase. However,
during this phase it releases thermal energy to the next cartridge. Starting from 700 minute
mark, the cartridge is cooled by a radiator until near ambient temperature is reached. The
modeling imperfections mainly cause an error during cooling phase when considering the
sorbent to coil heat transfer. As was mentioned earlier, the used correlations were not de-
signed for a situation where the heat transfer happens from the sorbent to liquid flow in coil.
This can be verified from the notion that readings converge towards ambient and steady-state
error compared to ambient converges to zero. When these plots from estimate and measure-
ment errors are considered, it is noted that the coil temperature error does converge to nearly
zero rapidly after a change in inlet liquid temperature to cartridge has changed. On the con-
trary, the error between the estimate of chamber wall temperature and measurement from
chamber wall seems to have a relatively poor ability to correct itself and converge to zero.
This would indicate us some imperfections in the chamber model and in the selection of
covariance matrices used for the estimator design. However, the rapid (spike-like) changes
in the error around 650 minutes are most likely caused by releasing the vacuum, as colder
air is sucked into the chamber. Naturally, the estimator performance is dictated by the used
linearized model, meaning that the selected linearization point is a trade-off of precision in
a full temperature range. In the course of this thesis, re-tuning of the matrices and estimator
were tested by making few corrections for the chamber model and linearization point of the
model, with an aim on improving the virtual sensor’s precision near the operational temper-
ature. It was found that, after these modifications the accuracy under temperatures of 0.4 pu
suffered. Due to the need for precise measurements between 0 to 0.3 pu for the state change
algorithm, these changes were undone, and the present estimator performance (seen in Fig.
35) was accepted.

Here the virtual sensor is proposed that is a fixed-structure estimation routine. In general to
obtain better estimates, for example, two virtual sensors could be modeled parallel to each
other where one is used to get more precise readings from near ambient where another from
operation temperature. For this case, these two readings could be combined with suitable
temperature dependent weight to obtain a more accurate reading, or another approach could
use Kalman gain scheduling (Cha et al. 2008). Yet another possibility could be the nonlinear
approach for the Kalman filter.

Fig. 36 shows the block diagram realization of the virtual sensor and its connection to the
system. The implementation to the test environment was done by using Siemens Structured
Control Language (SCL). The correct functionality of the SCL implementation was verified
against measurements, and by running a test scenario in the Simulink environment against
results obtained from the test environment. During the validation procedure, the condensate
water flooded some measurements, which caused high-noise components to the measure-
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Figure 36. The block diagram of the virtual sensor connected to the system.

ment from the chamber wall. Nevertheless, as was seen above, the estimator proved its
robustness by offering a stable estimate with a slight increase in the error of the estimate. It
is worth remarking that in the above block diagram, the individual measurements and inputs
are combined into vector form for the simplicity of the figure. Also, the presentation of the
noise components is left out.
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5.2 TES control principle

The heater and reservoir can be thought of as a thermal energy storage. A simple model
for the TES can be derived with a few differential equations representing the heating of the
water in a tank. These can be derived based on the applied heating power through the heating
element, the effect of incoming flow from the process and mass and specific heat of the water.
The principle of the control used in the constant power heating element, is based on turning
the element on and off with varying duty cycles. Thus. since the TES has only one switching
element, the system has two different states, the heating element is either on or off. When
two states are considered, the variable d1 is assigned to be on time and d2 off time during
one cycle. The derived differential equations are,

dTh

dt
=



Ph−
kinsAins(Th−Tamb)

zo,ins
mh,wcw

, if d1 ,

− kinsAins(Th−Tamb)
zo,ins

mh,wcw
, if d2 ,

(5.24)

where Ph is the power of a heating element, Th is the heater liquid temperature, kins is the
thermal conductivity of the TES insulation material, Ains is the surface area of TES insula-
tion, and zo,ins is the thickness of the insulation. This thickness is assumed to be constant
throughout the TES. The mass of water in TES is denoted with variable mh,w.

The relation between the on and off time during one cycle is defined by duty cycle Dh.
The maximum value for duty cycle is 1 and minimum 0, so 0 ≤ Dh ≤ 1. Next, the on
and off times are defined by using the duty cycle, with the condition d1 + d2 = 1. By
noting the definition for the duty cycle, the following conditions can be derived, d1 = Dh and
d2 = 1−Dh. Now, by multiplying equations (5.24) with d1 or d2, depending on the state of
the system (Heating element on or off), and then by summing equations together. Now when
applying the condition d1+d2 = 1, leading to the following differential equation,

dTh

dt
=

PhDh − kinsAins(Th−Tamb)
zo,ins

−Qin

mh,wcw
, (5.25)

where Qin is the heat energy flow from the system towards the heating reservoir. This flow
is considered as a disturbance to the heating process, as it can increase or decrease the tem-
perature in a water reservoir. In addition to the equation above, an assumption is that the
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whole liquid mass heats uniformly inside the TES. Because of poor information about the
insulation properties of the TES, the heat loss properties during the TES heating stage were
identified by using a testing procedure instead of using the differential equation above. Data
for the experimental model is gathered by giving a step excitation signal to TES by keeping
the heater element constantly on. As seen in Fig. 37, the system has a nearly integrating
response to step excitation at the identified temperature range.
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Figure 37. TES response of step excitation to duty cycle from 0 to 1.

The identification procedure to obtain the linear curve seen in Fig. 37 was done by relatively
simply approach by fitting a linear equation to the gathered data, and thus the identified curve
can be represented with equation (5.26),

y =
∆T
∆t

· t . (5.26)

where y is the output and term ∆T
∆t represents the calculated rate of change from data. Simi-

larly, now by assigning y to be Th, the curve represents the temperature of the liquid in TES.
In this particular test, the step response was gained by a step-formed change to the duty cycle
from 0 to 1. Acknowledging that the duty cycle is already embedded to a rate of change term
as a gain of 1, and thus, the equation can be written in the following form,
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Th = b0Dh · t , (5.27)

where b0 = ∆T
∆t . Now by differentiating Th against time, the following ODE for the dynamics

is gained,

dTh

dt
= b0Dh . (5.28)

By doing a Laplace transformation in order to form the transfer function, and adding the
term for dead time, a following dynamical model is obtained

Th(S)

Dh(S)
=

b0

S
· e−Sθ . (5.29)

The derived transfer function now represents a linearized approximation of the heating dy-
namics of the TES at the identification point. In practice, the thermodynamic properties of
liquid in TES at the operation temperature and varying heat losses to the ambient affect the
dynamics at different temperatures. The dead time term can be determined to the continuous-
time model representation by defining it from Fig. 37

If Qin is desired to be added to the transfer function as disturbance, a similar approach as
considered in equation (5.25) can be used in order to perform disturbance rejection analysis
of the controlled system.

A control law in a form of a PI-controller will handle TES control. As Siemens PLC will
be used in the test environment, it is sufficient to use the pre-made PID-Compact block by
Siemens as a controller. The reason for selecting the PI-controller is based on the assumption
that the controller must have an integrative part to eliminate the steady state error, but as
the dynamics and disturbances and changes in them are relatively slow the derivative part
is unnecessary. In order to simulate the controller and form a model for a controller in
the simulation environment, the PID algorithm used in the PID-Compact block must be
known. The algorithm used in the PID-Compact block represents the Standard 2-Degree of
Freedom (DOF) PID controller (Closed-Loop Control with PID-Compact 2017) shown in
equation (5.30). Other functionalities such as controller anti-windup or integral clamping
is also implemented in the simulation environment. However, source (Closed-Loop Control

with PID-Compact 2017) did not provide detailed information about the anti-windup method
used, and based on black box testing, it was found that the operation principle of the anti-
windup matches nearly to traditional integral clamping in PID-Compact. When considering
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reference and process input signals of the controller, they will be scaled to percentages of the
operation temperature for convenience of using the same controller separately and as part of
cascade configuration. The PID controller transfer function is

U(S) = Kp

(
[wp ·R(S)−Y (S)]+

1
Ti · S

· [R(S)−Y (S)]+
Td · S

a ·Td · S +1
· [wd ·R(S)−Y (S)]

)
, (5.30)

where U(S) is the controller’s output, R(S) is the setpoint, Y (S) is the measured process
value, wp is the setpoint weight of proportional term, wd is setpoint weight of the derivative
term, and a derivative delay coefficient. Naturally, Kp is the proportional gain, Ti is integral
action time, and Td is derivative action time. For modeling purposes, the controllers will be
discretized with Tustin bilinear transformation method by substituting S with,

S =
2
Tk

1− Z
−1

1+ Z−1 , (5.31)

where Z is the discrete z-transformation operator. Tustin’s method provides precise mapping
in the frequency domain from S plane to Z plane, which provides a good match between
derived controllers in continuous time compared to discrete-time counterpart. The scaling of
the signals used in the heater control is shown in Fig. 38.

1
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1
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PI(Z)
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Th

Dh

Figure 38. Heater control block diagram during circulation phase

The scaling of values forces controls inputs to be in relation to the operational temperature.
In the simulation environment, a saturation block is used to limit the duty cycle command
obtained from the controller to TES. However, the control law will be derived so that the
controller will not saturate itself unnecessarily, that is, the control actions are limited by
proper tuning.

The TES controller tuning was done according to Skogestad Internal Model Controller
(SIMC) tuning principle. The PID-like control laws can be straightforwardly derived with a
direct synthesis approach based on the controller’s desired closed-loop response (Skogestad
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and Grimholt 2012). In practice, one can design the corresponding controller with knowl-
edge of the process model and selecting a desired closed-loop response (bandwidth/rise
time). When both process models and measurements are assumed to be ideal, the desired
closed-loop response Gdes(S) can be used to derive the controller based on

Gdes(S) =
Gsys(S) ·C(S)

Gsys(S) ·C(S)+1
, (5.32)

where Gsys(S) is the system model, and C(S) is the controller’s transfer function. The relation
(5.32) can be derived to a form where the controller transfer function can be solved when
the desired closed-loop response is derived (Skogestad and Grimholt 2012). For the heater
control, the desired response can be said to be first order response with dead time as seen in
Fig. 37, and here the model basis is a first order plus dead time (FOPDT) model,

Gdes(S) =
K

τcS +1
e−θS . (5.33)

As the model structure for the desired closed-loop response is known, the following param-
eters can be extracted from the derived model; the DC-gain K, the desired time constant τc,
and the dead time θ. The dead time will also exist in a controlled system because when a
system with dead time is excited with control input, it takes time defined by dead time to
see the effect on system output as control actions has to go through the delayed system to
affect the output. Next, from (5.32) by substituting the transfer function of desired response
(5.33) as Gdes(S) and identified process model for the TES (5.29) as Gsys(S) we can solve the
controller transfer function C(S). In order to simplify the exponential expression for dead
time, a first-order Taylor series approximation can be used to obtain eθS ≈ 1− θS (Vilanova
2012, ch. 5.3). For SIMC tuning, the variable τc is considered to be the only tuning variable,
as others are parameters defined by the system model itself. Skogestad and Grimbolt suggest
the following relations for PI / PID gains for a few simple process models given in Table 1.

Process Model Kp Ti Td

K
τ1S+1 · e

−θS 1
K · τ1

τc+θ min
[
τ1,4(τc + θ)

]
-

K
(τ1S+1)(τ2S+1) · e

−θS 1
K · τ1

τc+θ min
[
τ1,4(τc + θ)

]
τ2

K
S
· e−θS 1

K · 1
τc+θ 4(τc + θ) -

Table 1. SIMC Tuning rules for simple processes, a detailed derivation of rules can be found from

(Vilanova 2012, ch. 5.1).
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For the heater controller, the τc is determined based on the knowledge obtained from the
identification step in Fig. 5.29. By knowing the heating rate, it is possible to approximate
the needed time to heat the liquid from 10% to 90% of final value and this particular time
can be used to denote the approximate rise time trise. As the controlled response is desired to
be approximated by the first-order response, it is possible to approximate time constant from
rise time by,

trise ≈ log(9) · τc (5.34)

This allows one to have a controlled system that does not saturate the controller heavily,
as it is designed by keeping the maximum heating rate in mind. Similarly, the τc could be
derived through desired bandwidth of the controlled system, but for this case, it is simpler to
have a graphical approach. The TES controller is an inner controller in a cascade structure
for sorbent heating. It is sufficient to remember that the TES controller must have faster
dynamics compared to the sorbent heating controller to keep up with the reference given by
the sorbent heating controller. After obtaining base values for the PI-controller by SIMC,
some manual tuning was done to fine-tune the controller alongside testing and analysis of
the derived controller.

Fig. 39 shows the Nyquist diagram of the TES model and controlled loop transfer function
L(S) = C(S) ·Gsys(S). For both cases, it can be concluded that the systems are closed-loop
stable according to Nyquist stability criteria.
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Figure 39. Nyquist diagrams of the TES model and controlled loop function, where gain margins

are denoted with blue and phase margins by magenta marks. Circle shaped markers show margins

for the TES model, whereas diamond-shaped marks are for the controlled loop function. The output

sensitivity circle of the controlled loop is drawn as a black dotted circle around point [-1, 0].

However, before digging more deeply into the performance marks of the controlled system,
it must be noted that frequency plane plots are formed from the ideal transfer functions of
the controller and plant model. Therefore, the example controller transfer function does not
have limits regarding integral accumulation or saturation limits of output. Naturally, this
will affect the results of the plots, but still gives valuable insights into systems behavior by
indicating good robustness.

From the Nyquist diagram, the gain margin can be extracted from a point where the plotted
graph crosses the negative side real axis. The following equation can be used for extraction
(Skogestad and Postlethwaite 2001) when the distance between the crossing point and point
[-1, 0], x is known,

x = 1− 1
GM

, (5.35)

where GM is the gain margin. The controlled system has a 16.5 dB of gain margin, which is
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relatively large. One could conclude that the controlled system has a sluggish response, and
there would still be plenty of room for gain increment. The phase margin (PM) is defined as
an angle between the negative real axis and the line plotted between the origin and the point
where a graph crosses the unit circle. A value of 56◦ is gained as a phase margin, which
is reasonably good. As a rule of thumb of well-behaving SISO-control loops, the margin
should have a value at least larger than 30◦. The phase margin acts as boundary for increased
dead time, or its uncertainty in the system as increment in delay affects straight to phase
margin (Skogestad and Postlethwaite 2001, ch. 2.4.3). The maximum addition to dead time
θmax can be approximated with,

θmax =
PM
ωcross

. (5.36)

where PM is phase margin and ωcross is frequency when the graph crosses the negative real
axis, i.e., the gain crossover frequency. Theoretically, the system’s maximum addition to
dead time is approximately 50 seconds before the system becomes unstable. The output
sensitivity circle in the Nyquist diagram shows the frequency where the system is most sus-
ceptible to disturbances. This frequency can be extracted from the crossing point of the
graph and sensitivity circle. The sensitivity peak can be extracted from an inverse radius of
the sensitivity circle. Moreover, Fig. 40 shows the sensitivity functions of the TES, to be
more specific, the plotted functions are the sensitivity S(S) = 1

1+L(S) , and complementary

sensitivity T(S) = L(S)
1+L(S) functions.
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Figure 40. Sensitivity S and Complementary sensitivity T functions of the TES model.

At first, the sensitivity function is discussed, which denotes how disturbances affect the sys-
tem and how the system can attenuate those with feedback. By looking at the sensitivity
functions, it is seen that disturbances that fall below 0.002 rad/s can be handled by control
feedback. Regarding the sensitivity peak and frequency discussed during Nyquist diagram
analysis, the same point is also seen in Fig. 40 at the frequency where the sensitivity func-
tion has its highest value. Typically, the peak sensitivity value is wanted to be kept under
6 dB due to robustness and performance issues (Skogestad and Postlethwaite 2001, p. 33).
Whereas the complementary sensitivity function shows the controlled system’s ability to fol-
low reference signals, the system can eliminate the steady state error and have reasonably
good tracking of references below 0.005 rad/s. As the complementary sensitivity function
peaks before diving below zero, it can be noted that step response will most likely have some
overshoot as the damping ratio falls below 1.

Similarly, a peak value can be obtained from the complementary sensitivity function. In gen-
eral, the peak value should be tried to be kept under 2 dB to ensure the robustness of control,
when speaking of SISO-systems. Usually, when the peak sensitivity or peak complementary
sensitivity exceeds 12 dB controller will suffer performance and robustness issues (Sko-
gestad and Postlethwaite 2001, p. 33). When the control is designed and analyzed with
sensitivity and complementary sensitivity functions, the simple fact must be kept in mind,
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S( jω)+T( jω) = 1 . (5.37)

This denotes the trade-off between robustness and performance of control, as one can not
affect the one sensitivity function without affecting the other (Nevaranta et al. 2020, ch.
11.1.2).

Regarding the disturbances affecting the system, Fig. 41a shows the controlled system’s
ability to attenuate disturbances to affecting the process itself,
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Figure 41. In (a) load disturbance sensitivity function P of controlled TES systems is plotted against

frequency, whereas (b) shows the undesired pole-zero cancellation near the origin.

In Fig. 41a frequency response of the load disturbance sensitivity function P(S) is plotted

P(S) =
Gsys(S)

1+C(S) ·Gsys(S)
. (5.38)

The most notable thing in the figure is the band from 2 ·10−4 to 2 ·10−2 rad/s, where distur-
bances with frequency from the pre-mentioned band to process itself are actually amplified.
Amplification is caused by complex pole-pair seen in Fig. 41b. Altought as disturbances
usually consist of only low-frequency components, especially when system as this is consid-
ered. Therefore it is said that system has fairly good load disturbance rejection capability.
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The simulated and measured step responses of TES heating from ambient to operating tem-
perature can be seen in Fig. 42, where it is noticed that Simulink model and existing system
have slightly different responses. This is due to nonlinear behavior of the TES and model-
ing imperfections, which can be seen as the bending of temperature curve during heating.
However, when considering the obtained simulation result, the controller does not have an
overshoot, unlike what was assumed based on analysis made with ideal transfer functions.
This is because the Simulink environment model has some approximations of real-world at-
tributes. For example, the controller is equipped with an anti-windup system, and the duty
cycle is limited to 0 and 1. In contrast, an ideal controller can feed a duty cycle that is over
1 to the TES model. Also, connection to nonlinear chamber models has a minor effect on
the results. In the testing environment, the TES has a slight overshoot, but slowing the con-
troller down to avoid overshoot would affect the disturbance rejection properties, and as the
overshoot is small, the controller is acceptable.
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Figure 42. Controlled TES response of step excitation signal from 0pu to 1pu.

The result of how the TES controller handles disturbances in the experimental application
is shown in Fig. 43, where two different scenarios are shown. First, the TES is separated
from the heating network (red line), and the pump is turned off. As a result, it is seen that
the control signal decreases, but not fast enough to prevent the overshoot. As TES cannot
remove the heat from the reservoir, cooling is dictated by natural laws, and the controller
does not have the possibility to affect the cooling rate. The second scenario is when TES is
connected to a heating network, and the liquid pump is turned on (red line). Of course, the
second scenario is still affected by an overshoot of the first one, which leads to decrement
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Figure 43. Controlled TES response to load disturbances caused by stopping and starting sorbent

heating. − ·− denotes the moment when TES is separated from the heating loop, and pumping is

stopped, whereas −·− is a moment when pumping of liquid and heating of the another cartridge is

started. The lower plot shows how the controller uses the duty cycle to correct the disturbances.

in the temperature, but the controller starts heating when the temperature is below reference
quite rapidly.

As expected, the TES has a slight overshoot when recovering from disturbance. Therefore,
these disturbances were relatively slow and tranquil, so the controller is expected to handle
them without major issues. These two scenarios are consecutive to each other without extra
time for the controller to stabilize the situation because the system will experience these
disturbances every time the new chamber starts to heat up. Even though these disturbances
are slow, they are still the fastest dynamical changes that the system will experience during
regular operation. For example, the changes in the ambient temperature are much slower.

5.3 Sorbent temperature controller

When the system is at the circulation phase, the main target of the TES control is to maintain
the temperature in TES at operation temperature, as added energy to the process is desired to
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be kept at a minimum. However, when the heating phase is considered, the TES controller
acts as an inner controller in a cascade control loop. In other words, the sorbent temperature
controller acts only during the heating phase, giving a reference signal to the TES controller.
The primary aim of cascade control is to heat the sorbent as quickly as possible but still
prevent the liquid from being too hot, which would lead to the degradation of the sorbent.
As it was discussed in the modeling section, the most effective way to affect the heating is
to increase the temperature difference between liquid and sorbent. Thus, here the aim is to
design a controller which gives a suitable reference to the TES controller. The block diagram
of the cascaded control structure can be seen in Fig. 44.

1
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PI(Z) 1
Top

PI(Z)

Top

T̂ s

Th

Dh

Figure 44. Cascaded control structure used during the heating phase.

For tuning the controller, the cartridge model derived earlier is used to approximated by the
first-order model, build from cartridge models response. Approximated model is then used
as a tuning aid for SIMC-based tuning. The transfer function applied as model used for
controller tuning is seen in (5.39),

Gs(S) =
Ks

τsS +1
, (5.39)

where τs is the time constant and Ks is the DC-gain. These model parameters are here
solved graphically from the simulated step response of the detailed model. However, as it
can be seen from Fig. 45 the simple first order model derived has its flaws compared to the
response from testing environment. Especially this discrepancy is seen in the region after the
time constant and settling point, where the model has poor ability to describe the dynamics.
However, as the approximated model is purely intended for obtaining base values for the
controller, minor discrepancies in dynamical behavior do not matter.
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Figure 45. Step response from approximated 1st order model for tuning the outer PI controller com-

pared with real response from the testing environment. The measured temperature is average between

measurements from the measurement rod in a testing environment.

Similarly, as for TES, the sorbent controller will be PI-type controller as the system of sor-
bent heating as a process is reasonably tranquil, and the sorbent itself is assumed not to have
significant disturbances during heating. Also, the controller can adjust the flow of energy
into the system, and it does not affect energy leaving the system, which is dictated by natural
laws of physics. Due to these notions, the PI controller is assumed to be sufficient. Again
much of the heating rate is dictated by the ability to transfer heat from coil to sorbent. The
SIMC tuning parameter τc is obtained by slightly increasing the controlled system’s band-
width to obtain a responsive system. The controller is used in cascade as an outer control
loop controller, so the design must consider the TES controller so that the outer controller
is slower than the TES controller. Another aspect to consider is TES itself, as if in the case
when the heater element supplies maximum power to the system. It does not matter how fast
the outer controller increases the reference to TES, if the inner controller is already saturated.
Nevertheless, as a baseline, the reference from the controller is wanted to drive the TES at
full power at the beginning and ease up near the reference temperature of sorbent.

By looking at Table 1 and using suitable tuning equations, the baseline values for controller
parameters are calculated. Then, the final tuning is done manually, based on the simulations
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with the detailed models. After that, the performance were verified with the test environment,
and further analysis was done by using model corresponding an ideal cascade control system
shown in Fig. 46.

CSorbent(S)
1

Top
CTES(S) GTES(S)

Gmeas(S)
1

Top

Gsys(S)

Gest(S)

+

−
+

−

Figure 46. Simplified cascade control system which was used for control verification.

In the case of the closed-loop structure seen in Fig. 46, some simplifications have been done
to prevent the need for a MIMO system from being used for analysis. Simplifications lead to
the system under analysis being a single input, single output (SISO) system for more straight-
forward handling. For example, the estimator is approximated as 1st order system Gest(S),
which is identified based on the derived estimator’s response compared to the cartridges re-
sponse. In other words, it acts as a sort of measurement delay in the diagram. Similarly,
the transfer function Gmeas(S) is a 1st order system built according to the response time of
the measurement element. This system was used for analysis and simple benchmarking of
controllers during control design. The Fig. 47a shows the Nyquist diagram of the cascade
control loop, whereas, in Fig. 47b, the sensitivity and complementary sensitivity functions
are plotted.
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Figure 47. In (a) Nyquist diagram of the cascade control loop, the GM is denoted with a blue circle

and the PM by a magenta circle. The sensitivity circle of the controlled loop is drawn as a black

dotted circle around point [-1, 0]. The (b) contains bode plots of sensitivity S and complementary

sensitivity T functions.

The Nyquist diagram of the loop transfer function of cascaded system has a phase margin
of 78◦ and a gain margin of 19.5 dB. These high stability margins indicate that system per-
forms relatively well with delay due to the large phase margin. The delay addition can be
ideally 350 seconds before the system reaches instability. On the contrary, the GM of 19.5
dB indicates sluggish response, but again one must take into account that in practice, the
sorbent is an insulator, which leads to the point that if outer controller gain is increased,
more thermal energy is stored into TES, which is then transferred to the sorbent. Due to the
properties of the sorbent, the energy transfer is slower than TES can accumulate it. When
the gain is increased, the accumulated energy is higher, which will then transfer to the sor-
bent, causing a more significant overshoot in response, which is not desired property for the
outer controller’s response. The reason for TES’s ability to react fast is simply a realization
that the TES must be able to follow the reference given by the outer controller with a high
confidence. By looking at the complementary sensitivity functions from Figs. 40 and 47b, it
can be seen that the bandwidth of the TES is 0.54 decades higher than the sorbent controller
bandwidth. The sensitivity peak is 1.8 dB which is acceptable. Whereas the complementary
peak is approx 0.6 dB, indicating a minor overshoot. Also, it is seen that the system can
follow precisely references below 0.0015 rad/s. Based on these conclusions, the system can
be said to be rather robust and fulfill its preciseness and robustness design criteria.
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In Fig. 48, the LTI model simulation of the load disturbance test is performed to see how
starting the production phase in the TVSA cycle would affect the system. The disturbance
signal is step-shaped, affecting the thermal balance of sorbent equal to 0.125 pu temperature
drop. In practice, in the real application the disturbance depends on the pumping speed and
pressure. Fundamentally, at the rate at the vacuum pump can suck the product gas out of
the chamber at a specific pressure. Another affecting factor is the temperature of the sorbent
itself. By knowing this, in practice, the disturbance has a sort of self-limiting behavior.
Because when the pressure increases due to a rise in temperature and desorbed CO2, the
disturbance gets more significant as the pump can collect more gas. Whereas when the
pressure gets lower, the collecting speed is reduced, and temperature can rise with lesser
effort. Of course, the collecting speed depends on the specific pump model and its pumping
curve. Therefore, it must be tailored per system to get more accurate simulation excitation. In
conclusion, the step shape does not describe the disturbance well but will give some insight
of the behavior.
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Figure 48. Simulated load disturbance rejection case, where the step-shaped abnormality is induced

to the heat balance of sorbent. The solid line denotes sorbent temperature, dash-dotted TES liquid

temperature, and the dashed line shows the controller’s output under investigation.

From Fig. 48, it is seen that the outer control reacts instantly to the disturbance by increasing
reference (dashed line) to TES in order to compensate the disturbance with an increment
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to the temperature of inlet liquid. The dash-dotted line shows the temperature of the liquid
at TES, which increases with a little delay due to the dead time of the TES system, and
increases the heat transfer rate to the sorbent. As discussed in the TES control section,
overshoot is expected to happen, and in this case, it serves the aim as it speeds heat transfer
a bit due to increased temperature difference. The solid line is the temperature of the sorbent
itself. As is seen, the sorbent reacts to the disturbance slowly, but corrective actions take
more time to affect the sorbent temperature. Therefore, the outer controller should be more
aggressive and give a higher reference to TES to obtain faster load disturbance rejection.
Alternatively well-designed feedforward component with derived controller could be used
for better disturbance rejection.

On the other hand, a more aggressive controller would lead to a more significant overshoot in
reference changes, meaning that possible changes must be considered as a trade-off between
responses of different situations, altogether with system’s stability. However, as one can
see, for this particular setup, there is still is possibility to design a faster controller when
considering this from stability-wise. For example, the result of the controlled heating can be
seen in Fig. 49.
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Figure 49. Sorbent temperature during heating. Open loop tests are done without controlling the

reference of TES. The temperature of the measurements is averaged between measurements from the

measurement rod in the test environment, whereas the virtual sensor delivers the estimate.
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The most notable thing is that the virtual sensor provides a higher temperature than the actual
average temperature is. In this case, it is still in the range of 0.5 to 1.5-degrees of Celsius
from the operation temperature at a steady state, which is acceptable for this purpose. The
error is mainly caused by the linearized model used in the Kalman filter-based estimator.
As it was discussed earlier, the linearization for the virtual sensor is done near the state
change temperature to offer precise readings for the state change algorithm. However, the
temperature curve also bends to the gentler slope between the 20 and 55-minute mark. The
rapid heating rate at the beginning is due to stored energy at TES, which is released to heat
the sorbent. At the same time, the temperature decreases in TES. As the temperature in TES
is higher than the control reference from the outer controller, the TES controller will not
apply energy to the system, which could be tackled by designing a faster outer controller.
However, as a drawback, it will lead to overshoot, which is not desired property for sorbent
temperature controller. As a solution to this, the next chapter discussed embedding a Fuzzy
Gain Scheduler (FGS) to the outer PI controller to allow controller parameters to be tuned
on scheduled manner depending on conditions.

5.4 Fuzzy gain scheduler

To tackle the issues caused by the slow heating dynamics of the sorbent itself, the control law
must be modified. Thus, here the controller is to be equipped with a Fuzzy Gain Scheduler
to allow PI-controller to adjust its proportional gain and integral action time online during
regular operation (Yesil et al. 2003). Using the FGS method, it is possible to introduce a
new degree of freedom to the control design. Furthermore, it gives the possibility to insert
the designer’s knowledge of process dynamics into the controller. Also, the FGS allows the
controller to widen its operation area by adjusting itself in an adaptive-like manner.

When considering process values that are used in FGS. At first, error (ϵPI) of the target
operation temperature and estimate gained from a virtual sensor, and error between TES
and target operation temperature (ϵh) from the inner control loop are used for determination
of the controller gains for next cycle. The selection for ϵPI is natural, as it is the error the
controller desires to minimize. In contrast, the ϵh is chosen to have the ability to embed the
temperature of TES to control tuning. This is in order to prevent a situation when too hot
liquid is supplied to the cartridge. Similarly, as (Zhao et al. 1993) obtained gains are handled
scaled values between predefined upper and lower bounds
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Figure 50. Membership functions for input data weighting.

Fuzzification of the measurements is done by five triangular membership functions, which
will divide the infeed data and its weight of belonging to certain fuzzy memberships. It is
seen from Fig. 50 that the membership functions are divided in such a manner over the data
range that always the sum of membership weights wMF is 1. (Zhao et al. 1993). Mathemati-
cally speaking, this means that

5

∑
i=1

wMF,i = 1 (5.40)

For sorbent temperature error, defined memberships are denoted by a sign of error, that is, a
positive or negative (+,-), and the amount of error in a linguistic way to big (B), small (S), and
zero (Z). A similar approach is used for TES temperature error. Derivation on used member-
ship functions can be seen in equation (5.41), excluding the first and last membership, which
uses only the falling or rising slope of the triangle.

f (x) =



y = 0, if x < p1 ,

y = x−p1
p2−p3

, if p1 ≤ x < p2 ,

y = 1, if x = p2 ,

y = 1− x−p1
p2−p3

, if p2 < x ≤ p3 ,

y = 0, if x > p3 ,

(5.41)

where p1 lower bound of membership, p2 the middle, and p3 higher bound of membership.
Moreover, x is the value inserted for membership evaluation. After fuzzification by mem-
bership functions, the weighting can be denoted as a vector containing the weight of each
membership. These are shown in equations (5.42) and (5.43) as follows
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σMF,ϵPI =

[
w-B w-S wZ w+S w+B

]
, (5.42)

where w with the subscript markings represents the weight of the input at a particular mem-
bership set. Similarly, for TES error, we have

σMF,ϵh =

[
w-B w-S wZ w+S w+B

]
, (5.43)

where w with the subscript markings represents the TES temperature error weight at a par-
ticular set.

The obtained weights are combined with predefined instructions saved into instruction tables.
These tables, at fundamental means, hold the operation instructions for the gain scheduler.
In the tables, the instructions are stored as values from 1 to 3. In the case of proportional
term Kp, value 1 denotes small, 2 medium, and 3 big, respectively. On the contrary, in the
defined table for integration time Ti, value 1 is for long, whereas value 2 is for medium, and 3
is for short, respectively. For example, if we look at Table 2 defined for proportional gain Kp

and we would have the exact value of small negative (-S) PI error and TES error of positive
small (S). One could interpret the instruction as follows: When ϵh is -S and ϵPI is S, then

Kp should be small. Similarly, from Table 3, instruction for integral action time Ti can be
obtained. The scheduler may have multiple instructions simultaneously at different weights
when considering the weights calculated at fuzzification. This leads to smooth transitions
between instructions and the possibility of affecting the system with multiple instructions
simultaneously.

Kp

ϵh

ϵPI -B -S Z +S +B

-B 3 2 2 1 1

-S 3 2 2 1 1

Z 3 2 2 1 1

+S 2 2 2 2 1

+B 2 2 2 2 1

Table 2. The fuzzy tuning table derived for Kp.
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The inference engine produces the result from weights and instruction tables by multiplying
the weights with case-matching instructions from tables. For actual interpretation, the tables
are presented as arrays or matrices, depending on the implementation platform, to allow
computations to be done. Here following is used as an inference engine to obtain the gain
Kinst when Tinst is represented as a matrix

5

∑
j=1

5

∑
i=1

σMF,ϵPI(i) ·σMF,ϵh( j) ·Tinst( j, i) = Kinst , (5.44)

where σMF,ϵPI(i) i:th value of the ϵPI weight vector, σMF,ϵh( j) j:th value of the ϵh weight
vector, and Tinst( j, i) is value located j, i:th position in the instruction table.

Ti

ϵh

ϵPI -B -S Z +S +B

-B 1 2 2 2 1

-S 1 2 2 2 1

Z 1 2 2 2 2

+S 2 2 2 2 3

+B 2 2 2 2 3

Table 3. Fuzzy tuning table of integral action time Ti.

After instructions are gained from tables, they are always between 1 to 3 as numerical values
after the inference engine, as the condition in equation (5.40) denotes. First, these must be
scaled back between 0 and 1 and fed to output membership functions. The scaling is done as
shown in equations (5.45) and (5.46),

K′
inst,Kp

= (Kinst,Kp −1)/(3−1) , (5.45)

K′
inst,Ti

= (Kinst,Ti −1)/(3−1) . (5.46)

For this case, inverse sigmoidal functions are used for both Kp and Ti. This will allow us to
obtain a slow linear region near the desired operation point and add more aggressive behavior
to the outer limits of the controller operation area. Furthermore, as instruction tables had only
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three different levels of instructions, these output membership functions give another degree
of freedom to affect the dynamics of the gain scheduler.

1

1
K′

x=K′
p ,T ′

i

Figure 51. Output membership functions of gain scheduler.

The membership functions can be seen in Fig. 51 and their derivation in equations (5.47) and
(5.48). As these designed specific functions are logarithmic, one must consider their rapid
decrease or growth near the bounds of 0 and 1. This means, that extra care must be taken
to ensure that gained values are always between these values, to keep the gain scheduler
operating correctly, and prevent the situation when the result might become infinite. In
this case, this issue is solved by creating conditions when the value is calculated from the
function, as follows

f (x) =


y = 1, if x < p1 ,

y = 0.1 · log
(
− x

(1−x)

)
+0.5, if p1 ≤ x ≤ p2 ,

y = 0, if x > p2 ,

(5.47)

f (x) =


y = 0, if x < p1 ,

y = 0.5−0.1 · log
(
− x

(1−x)

)
, if p1 ≤ x ≤ p2 ,

y = 1, if x > p2 .

(5.48)

For this particular case the bounds p1 and p2 were equal to,

p1 = 0.01, (5.49)

p2 = 0.99 . (5.50)

Finally, the scaled instructions K′
inst,Kp

and K′
inst,Ti

are fed to the output functions to obtain
scaled control values for K′

p and T ′
i , which can obtain values between 0 to 1. The final scaling
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back to real values of Kp and Ti are done by scaling these values according to predefined
maximum and minimum values of Kp and Ti. This gives as following relations

Kp = K′
p · (Kp,Hi −Kp,Lo)+Kp,Lo , (5.51)

Ti = T ′
i · (Ti,Hi −Ti,Lo)+Ti,Lo , (5.52)

where Kp,Hi is high limit and Kp,Lo is low limit for proportional gain, respectively. Similarly,
the marking Ti,Hi is for high limit and Ti,Lo is for low limit for integral action time.

As was noticed earlier, the controlled system does quite enough gain margin left. Here, the
FGS bounds for Kp,Hi and Ti,Lo were designed so that controller has somewhat aggressive
behavior. If such control parameters were used constantly (i.e. during normal operation),
the process would have a significant overshoot, although the system would still be stable.
As fast heating is desired, a controller with faster dynamics is mandatory to obtain a faster
response for significant reference changes. The lower bounds are lowered from the original
tuning provided for the controller based on the assumption that the controller operates most
of the time near the linear region described by the output membership functions. When
considering a controlled system with the proposed FGS, at its maximum the system is driven
to a point where the stability margins are 14.5 dB for gain margin and 42.1 degrees for phase
margin. These naturally indicates us that the system is less robust and gives a more aggressive
response. Ultimately, the FGS will drive the system to a more robust control configuration as
the sorbent will heat up, and FGS will adjust the controller to a more relaxed configuration.
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Figure 52. The FGS scheduled PI-controller gains during heating phase shown in (a), whereas in

(b) the sorbent temperature measurement from the virtual sensor when the FGS is enabled. It is also

shown how the TES temperature is used to drive the heating of the cartridge.

The Fig. 52a depicts how the PI-controller gains are adjusted during the heating scenario in
Fig. 52b. As seen from the instruction Tables 2 and 3, during the early stages of heating,
the FGS will provide more aggressive gains to speed up the heating rate. When the error
converges towards zero, the gains are adjusted to a more dynamically slower configuration.
When comparing the cascade control with and without FGS Figs. 49 and 52b, approximately
20% increase in the heating speed is obtained using the FGS approach instead of cascade
control with fixed control parameters. To compare the results, the heating speed is calculated
as a rise time from 0 to 0.95 of a reference value.

5.5 Circulation state change

In order to decide on during what stage of the process it is sufficient to stop the circulation
and start heating the chamber, a state selector algorithm was designed. The general principle
of the state selector is based on analyzing the discrete derivative of the sorbent temperature
estimate. The working principle of the designed selector-approach is shown in Fig. 53,
where the T̂ s is estimated sorbent temperature from the state estimator and σ is desired state
change point.
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Figure 53. Block diagram of the state selector. u denotes the current discrete derivative and r is the

maximum discrete derivative.

For the selector, the desired point is provided as a value between 0 – 1, where value of 0
means that circulation does not occur and the state selector bypasses the phase, whereas
value 1 drives circulation to the point where state change happens at a pseudo-optimal point.
When most of the circulated heat energy has been circulated, and temperature estimate has
not started to decrease due to losses related to the real system. The selector’s ability to find
the desired optimal point is highly dependent on the performance of the state estimator, i.e.,
the estimated value by the virtual sensor at the temperature region near the state change point.

As a basic functionality of the state selector, the readings fed from the virtual sensor is
filtered with a simple moving average filter. The filtered result is then subtracted from 12
samples delayed to acquire discrete derivative from these readings, when the sample time is
5 seconds. Therefore, the total delay is one minute (60 seconds). The long differentiation
interval adds robustness to the algorithm, effectively removes most of the noise, and reduces
the change of triggering at the false point. The trigger function determines the state change
point from the derivative and maximum derivative of samples and using the value of σ. Using
the derivative of the estimate allows the state selector to operate at different temperature
ranges, compared to hard-coded temperature values, which would trigger the state change at
a specific temperature. Further principles of determining the state change point and operating
principle and design of Trigger function are not discussed in this thesis.

Including the variable σ for determining the optimal point naturally leads to the need to
consider the optimality of specific points from different perspectives. In Fig. 54 two different
suggestions for optimal points are shown, when looking at the phase responses during the
circulation phase.
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Figure 54. Optimal points of heat circulation phase responses defined based on averaged tempera-

tures, when the cold cartridge receives and hot cartridge releases energy at circulation phase. These

results are experimental results obtained from the test environment from two consecutive test runs.

When further justifying these selected points, it is important to note that, when considering
optimality energy-wise, the optimal point is when the derivative of sorbent’s temperature
in the cartridge is near zero. This occurs when useful energy being transferred is near the
minimum, and the temperature of the sorbent is at its maximum value. On the other hand,
there is also an optimal point also when considering this Soletair DAC process-wise. This
point can be estimated to be quite close to the point where circulation has passed the point
in time where the sorbent heating rate is the fastest, and the rate is starting to decrease due
to decreasing temperature differences. Optimal points shown in Fig. 54 are used in testing
scenarios to see the effect of the circulation procedure to energy savings and heating time.

Moreover, in Fig. 55 a block-diagram realization of the whole control structure during circu-
lation and heating is given. During circulation phase, the virtual sensor will give the estimate
to the state selector, and the state selector will trigger the state to change at the appropriate
point. During heating, the virtual sensor readings are used as a feedback for the cascade
control structure and FGS. The whole cascaded control structure is based on virtual sensor
reading, TES temperature, and operational temperature is used as a reference for the cascade
controller. Similarly, the FGS uses the error of cascade control values to determine suitable
gains.
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Figure 55. Simplified block diagram of the control structure as a block diagram.
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6 Results and conclusion

As was noticed in Section 5.1, the estimated value obtained from the proposed virtual sensor
and measured value had some error between each other near the operation temperature, and
in the testing cases a temperature variation of ±1.5◦C around the mean temperature of results
was observed. Due to the fact, that the designed control uses reading from the virtual sensor
to operate the system under possible errors between readings, still some further measures
were made to normalize the results to minimize the errors. This was done by scaling the
results from the ratio between the temperature at the end of the test scenario (in Kelvins),
and the mean temperature of end temperatures obtained from the tests (in Kelvins). When
the sorbent is heated to different and varying temperatures, it naturally affects to the energy
consumption during testing. The corrective method by normalization of testing results aimed
to reduce possible errors between the results form testing scenarios. Naturally, the obtained
results will have some uncertainty, despite that supporting measures were taken to reduce the
effect of error. Therefore, more repetitions of testing cases would be required to obtain more
accurate results and validate the corrective measures taken. Next, the results obtained in the
thesis are evaluated by focusing on the aspects that how our closed loop control system can
reduce the energy consumption of the process.

Energy consumption is taken from the interval from the beginning of circulation to 300
minutes after circulation starts. As chamber II has the measurement rod, the test period is
from main step 110 to the end of main step 210, as shown in Fig. 7. The reason for constant
time interval energy consumption is dictated by the need to compare energy savings against
consumed time.

6.1 Analyzation of performance and energy savings

In Table 4 different test scenarios are given based on which the conclusion of the controller
system’s performance and energy saving is determined. Cases are used to evaluate the over-
all available energy savings and heating time improvements in a case of a 300 minutes long
test period with different properties. Before these testing scenarios, the system was driven
continuously for multiple cycles to minimize the effect of CO2 desorption during heating.
However, during testing environment cycles, the sorbent is in contact with fresh air only
during equalization. It is assumed that the amount of the CO2 and moisture content fed with
fresh air during equalization is relatively constant, as the testing environment is in a well-
ventilated space and the amount of inlet air is fairly small during the equalization. Although,
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the adsorbed moisture to the sorbent does have a significant effect on the heating profile
during heating (Wurzbacher 2015, ch. 3.4.4), the existence of adsorbed water during equal-
ization was verified by opening instrumentation feedthrough after the heating cycle. Also,
during the tests, the designed criteria for test results to be valid for analysis, the ambient tem-
perature had to be between 21◦C and 24◦C to prevent excessive distortion of the obtained
result. This range was selected based on the fact that, if results were normalized to the mean
value of the ambient range, the error of the result would be maximal ±0.5% between results
caused by variations in ambient temperature.

Case Properties

Case

Mark
Control Circulation State Change FGS

I Const Off None Off

II Const On Process Off

III Const On Energy Off

IV Casc Off None Off

V Casc Off None On

VI Casc On Energy Off

VII Casc On Energy On

VIII Casc On Process Off

IX Casc On Process On

Table 4. The properties of different test cases in scenarios. For control methods, the Const denotes

constant temperature heating from TES, which is the present control solution of the heating. The

Casc denotes cascade control principle derived in this thesis. Also the state change points given here

correspond to ones shown in Fig. 54

The test results can be analyzed from the energy-consumption perspective by considering
the following equation, where consumed net energy Ecase is represented,

Ecase =
∫ tcirc,end

tcase,start

Q̇loss +Ph − Q̇circ dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
Circulation

+
∫ tcase,end

tcirc,end

Q̇loss +Ph dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
Heating

, (6.1)

where tcase,start and tcase,end are the starting and stopping times of the test case, tcirc,end is the
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end time of circulation phase, Q̇loss represents the rate of heat loss, Ph is the applied power,
and Q̇circ rate that system can restore the energy during the circulation phase. If one considers
heating as a lossless process, the energy consumption is always a constant no matter how the
system is controlled, and all one can alter is how energy is supplied. When losses are added
under consideration, these three terms which can be used to present the heat balance of the
chamber under inspection during the circulation and heating phases. These notations given
in (6.2) - (6.4) shown in a simplified manner, indicates how terms are affected by the ambient
environment and the system itself

Q̇loss 7→ Q̇loss(Tamb, Tch, Ts, t), (6.2)

Q̇circ 7→ Q̇circ(Ts, Ts,circ, t), (6.3)

Ph 7→ Ph(Ts, Top, t), (6.4)

where Ts,circ is the temperature of the sorbent at heat releasing chamber during the circulation
phase and Top is the target operating temperature. Here, the equation (6.1) is represented with
two different parts, one for circulation and one for heating of sorbent.

When the term Q̇loss is considered, the losses are affected by ambient and chamber tempera-
ture, but also by the temperature of the sorbent itself. As heating proceeds, the heat transfer
rate as losses increases because the temperature difference between sorbent and ambient in-
creases. A similar thing occurs during the circulation phase. The longer it takes, the more
energy is wasted. This term explains why the fastest heating method might not be the best
for the process. When the sorbent is heated rapidly, the temperature difference generating
losses increases, leading to larger cumulative loss components compared to a slower rate at a
longer period. Mentioned phenomena can be seen quite clearly by comparing Fig. 56, where
it is seen that when a period of 300 minutes is considered, the most efficient methods are the
ones with a slower heating rate.

The term Ph denoting applied power is significant during the heating period, although it is
also present during circulation as TES keeps the water at operating temperature. During cir-
culation, the magnitude of this term is minimal. The applied power depends on control laws,
the temperature of the sorbent, and the target temperature. Also, the system losses affect the
power, but in this illustration, those losses are expected to be nearly constant throughout the
testing scenarios and can therefore be neglected.

Regained energy during circulation (term Q̇circ) is affected by the sorbent temperature in the
cartridge in a chamber under consideration and in a chamber releasing the heat. So naturally,
during circulation, the optimal approach would be to transfer the heat from one chamber to
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another as fast as possible, as losses will waste the energy from releasing the chamber and
chamber consideration.

When considering the results from Figs. 56 and 57, that first shows testing scenarios ordered
according to energy consumption when the scenario lasted 300 minutes. In the second figure,
ordering is according to the needed heating time each case took to heat from 0 to 0.95 pu
temperature. In both figures, the case I is used as a reference case for comparison. In case I,
the circulation procedure is not used, and the heating is done similarly to the present solution
in the Soletair Power DAC unit.
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Figure 56. Results of 300-minute heating scenario ordered according to the energy consumption. Eref

is used to compare the consumed energy to reference case I as ratio. Similarly tref denotes the ratio of

heating time to reference case I.

Considering overall energy savings, it is much more meaningful to analyze constant length
scenarios, as appears from Eq. (6.1). As expected in a long constant temperature period
scenario, the most efficient solutions are those with circulation procedure to optimal energy
point, after those with circulation procedure to optimal process point, and finally those with-
out. Similarly, the used control approach has some effect on consumption, but nevertheless
the used circulation approach solution without FGS was the most efficient, followed by the
one with the present control solution, and finally, the one with the FGS. This can be ex-
plained simply by considering the terms for loss, applied power, and circulated energy. As
is seen from Eq. (6.1), the circulated energy has a negative sign, therefore, it will reduce the
added cumulative energy. As results in Fig. 56 dictates, cases are mainly grouped by the
amount of circulated energy, meaning that the most efficient ones were when circulation was
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driven to optimal energy point (cases VI, III and VII). Then cases (VIII, II and IX) with
circulation lasted to process optimal point, and last the cases (IV, I and V) without circula-
tion procedure. Therefore, the energy savings inside the groups are dictated by the control
approach. The most efficient control solution is cascade control without the FGS, followed
by the current control approach, and finally, the FGS-embedded cascade control. The reason
for that the FGS approaches have the highest consumption can be seen by looking at the rel-
ative heating time of cases, which used the FGS in Fig. 56 and comparing them to the energy
consumption of the same scenario. As the sorbent was heated faster, the loss rate was higher
for longer period during that particular scenario. Fig. 57 shows the heating times needed for
the cases considered in the scenario.
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Figure 57. Results of 300 minute heating scenario ordered in accordance of needed heating time.

In this case, the order is dictated by the applied control approach. By looking at the results,
it is seen that the fastest cases were the ones that heated the sorbent with the FGS-embedded
cascaded control. When comparing differences in heating time, the present control method
outperforms the cascade control without FGS when solely heating time is considered. Re-
gardless of the control approach, the circulation extends the heating period. Moreover, the
heating time was improved maximally by 20% from the present configuration when com-
paring cases the I and V. This improvement is caused by control only as those cases did not
have a circulation procedure. Nevertheless, a similar 18.5% improvement can be seen when
comparing cases where circulation has proceeded to the optimal energy point. Naturally,
improvement with the process optimal point is nearly the same. So basically, by using the
FGS control approach, one can fit the circulation procedure inside a similar period that the
current control approach would heat the sorbent without the circulation
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Regarding the heating times in different scenarios, for example, with FGS-embedded cascade
control, the temperature difference between the inlet water and sorbent is most of the time
higher than the present control approach. This causes a faster heat transfer rate to the sorbent,
therefore, the heating is faster than the current control approach, as this approach keeps the
TES temperature constant. Moreover, the current approach do not have a feedback, so to run
these scenarios, the temperature was identified [1.37 pu], which is used as a TES reference
to heat the sorbent to the target temperature.

Now when the derived performance function (2.1) is considered, the previous analysis related
to scenarios did not consider the time window available for heating during the TVSA cycle.
However, when comparing the Figs. 56 and 57 it can be seen that the window significantly
affects what control and circulation approaches can be used. For taking the time window into
account, the performance mark function (2.1) can be used to validate the suitable solutions
for a particular time window.

The heat transfer rate term Q̇s for the performance mark (2.1) is calculated from the tem-
perature difference of sorbent measurement and target temperature, mass, and specific heat
of sorbent. The reason for the approach is fairly simple can be explained graphically; when
sorbent heats faster, the integrated surface area between the temperature graph and target
temperature is smaller than the case with slower heating, resulting in a bigger surface area.

The Tables 5 and 6 show the results from the testing result for the sorbent heating scenario
with the calculated value from the performance function. In the Tables, the Ppm indicates the
gained value from the performance function (2.1). The function is used similarly to a cost
function, and therefore the best approach has the minimum value. The term ∆E300 shows
the system’s energy consumption from a 300-minute testing scenario whereas tcirc denotes
the used time for the circulation procedure in minutes. If circulation was not used, the value
is marked to be 0. The theat denotes the time required for heating the sorbent form 0 to 0.95
pu in minutes, and Inside tw row indicates if the case was fitted inside the time window with
markings P for Pass and NP for No Pass.
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The Table 5 shows results for the scenario where the time window is 240 minutes. By looking
the results, it is seen all cases will heat the sorbent inside the time window, indicated by the
variable P. In this case, the best solution is dictated by the minimum value gained from the
performance function. According to the function, the most efficient control approach would
be case VI, which would lead to a 17% increment in efficiency to heating process of sorbent
compared to the current heating approach.

On the contrary, the Table 6 shows the results of a scenario with a time window of 180
minutes. This time, the cases III, VI, and VIII did not fit inside the given time window,
which is also seen as a high value of the performance function. Again, the most suitable
approach can be selected by minimum value of performance function, and for this particular
time window, the case VII offers an efficiency increment of 8% compared to the current
approach.

When considering the heating side of the process only, the control methods must be easily
adaptable for different situations and time windows to obtain maximal energy savings.

6.2 Conclusion and future work

The modeling approach derived during the thesis offered a simple approach to the DAC heat-
ing model, where discretized node lumped model allowed a straightforward and relatively
accurate model when the dynamics of the chamber itself were integrated with the model-
ing approach. Furthermore, the results obtained from the derived virtual sensor offered a
reasonably simple method to estimate the sorbent temperature with a target to provide the
needed feedback signal for heating control law. Despite that the virtual sensor had some
flaws, it proved its proof-of-concept functionality and robustness under highly distorted mea-
surements caused by flooded instrumentation connectors. Therefore it is considered to be a
noteworthy candidate for the sorbent temperature estimation.

The circulation procedure offered a 9.5% increase in efficiency when considering a heating
time of 300 minutes, whereas the overall efficiency for that particular period was increased
by 17% by implementing the circulation procedure with derived control laws. The heating
time was improved maximally by 20%, although with a trade-off for efficiency when the
300-minute scenario was considered. A state-selector routine was introduced to allow au-
tonomous state change from circulation to heating phase at the desired point in the sense of
circulated energy, based on the given reading from the virtual sensor. The overall perfor-
mance of control and circulation was determined by suitably derived performance function.
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6 RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

For future research around this topic, the optimal controller and circulation time parameters
for different time windows could be found by harnessing the derived performance function as
a cost function. Basically, with a precise digital twin or system model, the optimal controller
and circulation time parameters could be found first by iterative simulations with an aim to
minimize the cost function by using, for example, the genetic algorithm to automatize the
iteration process. Then, to obtain more detailed information on thermodynamics and their
method of effect, the model should be revised for certain parts to lower the needed corrective
coefficients. The flaws related to virtual sensors flaws be corrected by implementing a more
complex variant for the Kalman filter with a revised model, alternatively by using Kalman
gain scheduling or implementing an additional estimator (or estimators) parallel to the recent
one with a different linearization point for the model if the estimator is desired to be based
onto linear modeling approach.

The control side can only do partial fixes to the heating rate of the sorbent, whereas it is
dictated by the physical properties of the sorbent and the system itself. Therefore, as one
of the main focuses, one should not forget the means to improve the heat transfer properties
of the physical system itself, for example, by reducing the system’s thermal mass or by
increasing the heat transfer coefficient. Furthermore, as heating plays a significant role in
the TVSA cycle, especially when adsorption is based on chemisorption sorbent, research on
improving the control and heating principles is essential to effectively increase the efficiency
of the overall DAC process and minimize the consumed energy per captured kg of CO2.
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Appendix I

Block diagram solution for one cartridge node.
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